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ABSTRACT 

MODELING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL AND BIOLOGICAL 
MATERIALS TOWARDS DIVERSE NANO-SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS 

by 
Jatin Kashyap 

 
This dissertation studies the demonstration of materials ranging from two-dimensional 

(2D) materials to small bio-molecules using various atomistic/molecular and sub-atomic 

particles (electron, hole, excitons) modeling techniques for multi-domain applications. 

Three categories of materials/systems are investigated as follows: 2D materials, biological 

materials, and complexes of 2D and biological materials. 

The first problem demonstrates wrinkles' ubiquitous presence in two-dimensional 

materials significantly alters their properties. It is observed that water molecules, sourced 

from ambient humidity or transfer method, can get diffused in between Graphene and the 

substrate during the Graphene growth. The water diffusion causes/assists wrinkle 

formation in Graphene, which influences its properties. Among other observations, this 

study reveals that the initially distributed wrinkles tend to coalesce to form a localized 

wrinkle whose configuration depends on the initial wrinkle geometry and the quantity of 

the diffused water.  

In the second problem, atomic and electron dynamics analysis is performed to study 

the impact of morphological and thickness changes of a MoS2 multi-layered system on its 

tribological properties. Four different cases are considered, i.e., the number of layers (1-4 

layers); and number (2-8 indents), radius (12Å, 16Å, 20Å, 24Å), and pattern (0°, 25°, 30°, 

35°, 45°, 60°) of indents resulting into a total of 18 subcases. Changing the radius and 

number of indents are found to be the most effective, and the number of layers and indents' 



pattern are the least effective way to tune the frictional characteristics of the MoS2 system 

due to the resulting bond elongations. These results are further justified from Bethe–

Salpeter model-based exciton's formations and recombination.   

Same modeling tools are leveraged to study biological systems in Chapter four. The 

high liability cost of the pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 molecule, which causes a 

disease known as COVID-19, has incentivized various private, government, and academic 

entities to work towards finding a cure for this and emerging diseases. As an outcome, 

multiple vaccine candidates are discovered to avoid the infection in the first place. 

However, so far there has been no success in finding fully effective therapeutic candidates. 

This project attempts to provide multiple therapy candidates based upon a sophisticated 

multi-scale in-silico framework, which increases the probability of the candidates 

surviving an in-vivo trial. A robust framework is used to screen the ligands (ZINC 

database); Step-I: high throughput molecular docking, Step-II: molecular dynamics 

analysis, Step-III: density functional theory analysis supported by machine learning 

predicted orbital's energy gap. In total, 242,000(ligands)*9(proteins) = 2.178 million 

unique protein binding site/ligand combinations were investigated. The proteins are 

selected based on recent experimental studies evaluating potential inhibitor binding sites. 

The project finally suggests three ligands attacking different binding sites of the same 

protein (7BV2). Finally, Chapter 5 discusses the potential usage of MXenes as a membrane 

for DNA sequencing and Brain-inspired neuromorphic computing. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 
In conformance with general landscape of research, this dissertation follows the pattern of 

studying a group of materials/structures (Two-dimensional materials and bio-molecules) 

by a group of methodologies (atomistic/molecular simulations) to demonstrate a group of 

applications (various structure-property relationships). The material being investigated is 

Graphene/MoS2 and micro bio-molecules; the methodologies followed are Molecular 

Dynamics/Density Functional Theory/Machine Learning; and the applications being 

studied are structural perturbation-based properties/function changes. In the case of 2D 

materials, property tuning methods can be broadly classified in the category of structural 

and non-structural changes (electric/magnetic field, annealing, etc.), and further structural 

changes can be induced by directly applied strain, defects, step-edges, wrinkles, folds, 

indents (blisters), etc. In this dissertation, we are focusing on the wrinkles (Chapter 2) and 

folds (Chapter 3) based 2D materials' properties tuning because they fulfill the need for 

availability of controlling parameters (amplitude, wavelength, frequency) which can be 

fine-tuned to meet the requirements to produce desired strain field which in turn can 

generate desired property changes.  

For biological materials, since a majority of nano bio-material do not exist in the 

form of layered structures (except lipids, etc.), it is difficult to control their properties by 

introducing step-edges or wrinkles or folds instead, their properties are primarily controlled 

by the fold configuration they acquire once they attached to another molecule or got 

detached from one. The fold configuration can be a primary source of mechanical strains 
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because folds cause a non-uniform strain field in the molecule, changing its functional 

properties like docking pose, binding strength, etc. In this study, we investigated the 

different sub-chains of Spike protein of SAR-CoV-2 (Chapter 4) using the same 

computational framework used for the in-depth investigation of Graphene and MoS2. Small 

bio-molecules can also take advantage of strain induction. Because for biomolecules, their 

folding configuration is more important than their constituting atoms, i.e., two bio-

molecules can have the same inhibitory effect if they can have the same fold configuration 

despite having different chemical/atomic compositions. Their folding and unfolding can be 

controlled by strain induced by the linked/docked molecules, i.e., substrates, etc. Given the 

application of using strain to control the various properties of materials of multiple 

domains, it becomes crucial to study it in detail while demonstrating the application of 

different materials in various fields.  

In this dissertation, we aimed to use advanced modeling techniques, i.e., molecular 

dynamics, ab-initio-based electronic structure, and supervised machine learning properties 

modeling/force field generation to model the Two Dimensional(2D)/Nano and biological 

materials. Since all these modeling techniques compute the material at the 

atomic/electronic level, it becomes very computationally expensive to model large-scale 

materials, limiting us to nano-scale 2D materials and sub-micro scales bio-molecules. We 

can rationalize the dependencies of all of these methods as electron dynamics cause nuclei 

dynamics which in turn cause the change in the properties of the molecule/crystal bulk 

material under consideration. These techniques differ from classical constitutive modeling 

because their governing equations are based on the physics and thermodynamics of macro-

scale bodies. The laws of physics change when materials' dimensions are brought down to 
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nano-scale level from macro level, for example, electrons floating around a material's 

nuclei can only occupy certain energy levels while baseball moving in a baseball field can 

possess any energy from infinite values on that energy spectra. Since nanoparticles are 

restricted to attain only discrete values for given properties, they are also called quantum 

particles as Quantum is the Latin word for "how much" i.e., something in finite quantity as 

opposed to infinite as in continuum spectrum. Since computationally investigated nano-

scale materials only have a few hundred atoms, they show a significant change in the 

properties (and hence functional properties in the case of small bio-molecules) attributed 

to the change in electronic structure (electron orbitals) of the material. Thus, it becomes 

vital to take care of the non-continuum, i.e., quantum, nature of the particles and use the 

related modeling techniques, i.e., Schrodinger equation-based density functional theory 

(DFT) and experimental combined with DFT parameters-based force fields in case of 

molecular dynamics (MD). Advanced MD models are being fed force fields trained by 

empirical data (as experimental observations inherently take care of the quantum nature of 

the material) and DFT-based machine learning augmented data. 

 
 

1.2 Background and Motivation 
 

As seen in Figure 1.1, the 2D/nanomaterials have a wide range of applications. The 

ubiquitous presence of wrinkles in 2D materials alters their properties significantly. It is 

observed that during the growth process of Graphene, water molecules, sourced from 

ambient humidity or transferred method used, can get diffused in between Graphene and 

the substrate. The water diffusion causes/assists wrinkle formation in Graphene, which 

influences its properties. The diffused water eventually dries, altering the geometrical 
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parameters and properties of Wrinkled Graphene Nanoribbons (WGN). Initially, 

distributed wrinkles can be studied to whether they coalesce to form a localized wrinkle 

whose configuration depends on the initial wrinkle geometry and/or the quantity of the 

diffused water. Further bandgap (direct or indirect) and plastic limit of the stress 

dependencies can be investigated with the initial angle. The system stability can be checked 

with an increase in the initial angle of wrinkle and can be confirmed from the potential 

energy plots extracted from MD trajectories and the DOS plot.  

 

 
Figure 1.1 Different categories of non-bio nanomaterials. 
 
Source: Scarano, D., and Cesano, F., 2021, “Graphene and Other 2D Layered Nanomaterials and Hybrid 
Structures: Synthesis, Properties and Applications,” Mater. , 14(23). 
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Furthermore, 2D materials are often used in cutting-edge optoelectronics 

applications, which makes it essential to study their mechanical properties. This motivates 

to study the impact of morphological and thickness changes of a MoS2  multi-layered 

system on its tribological properties. Multiple parametrization factors can be investigated, 

i.e., number of layers (1-4 layers), number of indents, the radius of indents, pattern of 

indents, etc. An atomistic modeling code can be used to model the movement of a tip over 

the surface of the MoS2 system. All considered parameter variables can be observed to find 

the most effective and the least effective way to tune the frictional characteristics in the 

MoS2 system. The results can be further supported by a rationale based upon charge 

transfers and electron orbitals obtained from DFT-based code. To further investigate the 

effects, Transient Domain Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) and Bethe–Salpeter 

equations-based calculation can be performed to study the dynamics of excitons (electron-

hole pair) and whether they are being formed across the interface of layers and tip 

(interlayer excitons), which may result in stronger interlocking between the layer's surface 

and tip that can counterbalance any orbital shape induced weakness and/or interfacial 

bonds. 
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Figure 1.2 Different categories of biological nanomaterials. 

Source: An, H., Li, M., Gao, J., Zhang, Z., Ma, S., and Chen, Y., 2019, “Incorporation of Biomolecules in 
Metal-Organic Frameworks for Advanced Applications,” Coord. Chem. Rev., 384, pp. 90–106. 
 

 
In this dissertation, only small molecules are investigated out of a wide range of 

bio-materials (Figure 1.2). A micro-molecule of dimension 125 nm has caused around 479 

Million human infections (80 M for the USA) and 6.1 Million human deaths (977,000 for 

the USA) worldwide, and slashed the global economy by US$ 8.5 Trillion over two years 

period. The only other events in recent history that caused comparative human life loss 

through direct usage (either by (wo)man or nature, respectively) of structure-property 

relations of "nano-structures" (either (wo)man-made or nature, respectively) were nuclear 

bomb attacks of Japanese cities by the USA during World War II and 1918 Flu Pandemic. 
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This molecule is called SARS-CoV-2, which causes a disease known as COVID-19. The 

high liability cost of the pandemic had incentivized various private, government, and 

academic entities to work towards finding a cure for these and emerging diseases. As an 

outcome, multiple vaccine candidates are discovered to avoid the infection in the first 

place. So far, there has been no success in finding fully effective therapeutic candidates. 

This leads to motivation to provide multiple therapy candidates based upon a sophisticated 

multi-scale in-silico framework, which increases the probability of the candidates 

surviving an in-vivo trial. Ligands library can be selected from the ZINC database based 

upon previously partially successful candidates, i.e., Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir, 

Remdesivir, Ritonavir, etc.  Following robust framework to screen the ligands can be 

adapted for such studies; Step-I: high throughput molecular docking, Step-II: molecular 

dynamics analysis, Step-III: density functional theory analysis. The proteins selected must 

be based on recent experimental studies evaluating potential inhibitor binding sites to 

ensure computational results are as reliable as possible. Step-I may filter the screened 

ligand number down to 10 ligands/protein based on molecular docking binding energy, and 

it can be further screened down to 2 ligands/protein based on drug-likeness analysis. 

Additionally, these two ligands per protein can be analyzed in Step-II with a molecular 

dynamic modeling-based RMSD filter of less than 1Å. Finally, Step III can be used to find 

the rationale behind comparatively higher ligand efficacy based upon electrons/sub-atomic 

particle dynamics. 
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1.3 Dissertation Outline 
 
This dissertation is divided into the following segments: Chapter 1 describes the different 

categories of 2D/nanomaterial and small bio-molecules and why studying them using 

atomistic modeling approaches is helpful. It also highlights methodologies used in various 

molecular modeling techniques.  

 Chapter 2 explains the evolution of the life-cycle of wrinkles in Graphene 

nanoribbons exposed to moister content. It also studies the dynamics of the wrinkles under 

trapped water droplets.   

 Chapter 3 studies the nanofriction tuning in the MoS2 system by engineering its 

surface morphology (in the form of indents) and thickness. In this Chapter, excitons pseudo 

particles were investigated across the interface of the system. 

 Chapter 4 presents the modeling of small bio-molecules to study the inhibition of 

SAR-CoV-2 by using similar methodologies followed in previous chapters in addition to 

machine learning-based molecular orbital gap prediction. 

 Chapter 5 provides a conclusion, and current and future work based upon the 
previous chapters of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 

COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE WATER-DRIVEN GRAPHENE 
WRINKLE LIFE-CYCLE TOWARDS APPLICATIONS IN FLEXIBLE 

ELECTRONICS 
 
 

2.1 Introduction 
 

Graphene like two dimensional (2D) materials are less resistant to buckling, and they tend 

to form surface corrugations such as wrinkles, ripples, crumples.[1] Depending upon 

applications, wrinkling can be “either boon or a bane”.  The ubiety of the surface textures 

significantly alters the mechanical, electronic, and optical properties. Which can be 

exploited in various applications in the fields of electronic[2],  sensing and actuation[3], 

energy storage [4][5], chemical reactions [6][7][8], and bioelectronics [9]. Given the 

literature, applications in flexible electronics stand out among the others. Initially, wrinkles 

in Graphene were detected during the synthesis processes. [6][7] [10][11][12] Usually, 

amid the synthesis process of graphene, water molecules sourced from the ambient 

air/transfer process can get diffused in the system. The diffused water can significantly 

influence the geometrical parameters of the wrinkles, and consequently the properties of 

the Graphene [8]  in addition to the substrate effect.[13] There are other ways for the water 

to get diffused in the system. For example, Raghav et al. had studied the wedging of a 

Graphene bilayer by water molecules.[14] The first on-purpose fabrication of the wrinkles 

was demonstrated in 2011[15], followed by multiple studies on modeling the wrinkle 

theoretically/numerically.[16][17] 

Deformable Thin Film Transistors (TFTs) are core components in flexible 

electronics. Major obstacles in developing flexible TFTs are fragility and the current 

leakage. Surface instabilities in thin-film TFTs are exploited to overcome these 
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shortcomings. A Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube(SWCNT)/wrinkled Al2O3 TFT 

displayed minimum current leakage of 10-13 A, attributed to the airgaps present 

underneath the wrinkles.[12] Additionally, the In-Ga-Zn-O (IGZO), pentacene, reduced 

graphene oxide(rGO), and rGO/ Polydimethylsiloxane(PDMS) based TFTs are observed 

to preserve the electrical performance and mechanical stability under the strain of 20% due 

to wrinkles’ existence.[18][19][20][21] Similar behavior was observed in silver, and rGO 

based interconnects.[17][18][22] It inspired the investigation of dependency of the device 

performance on individual geometrical parameters of the wrinkles. In an IGZO TFT and 

rGO interconnect, the wrinkle’s wavelength and amplitude were controlled in a way so the 

device can be bent up to 13 µm and strained up to 5% while preserving the electrical 

performance. [17][23][24]  Nirmalraj et al.[25] had demonstrated controlling the Pentacene 

growth on a MoS2 substrate by tuning the wrinkle height.  Furthermore, the non-uniformity 

of the wrinkled 2D material’s topology can be used for photon trapping in between trough 

and vertex. This lead to the design of a wearable laser device with a threshold below than 

ever reported.[26] TFTs are usually decorated with mechanical sensors. A crumpled rGO 

based piezoresistive pressure sensor developed high stretchability, strain insensitive 

resistance profile, and increased sensitivity.[27] In another study, a wrinkled rGO sheet 

improved the sensitivity and range at non-stretched state too.[28] In addition to pressure 

and position detection, strain measurements are equally important in flexible electronics. 

Wrinkle assisted crack structures can be used to design strain sensors.[29] While subjected 

to bending stresses, the resulting sensor showed high sensitivity, high stretching range, low 

limit of detection, high durability, wider strain range. A Wrinkled 2D complex-based strain 

sensor is demonstrated to acquire a high gauge factor of 1071[30] and sustain the electrical 
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signals over a wide range of deformation.[15]  The intrinsic piezoresistive property and 

electron tunneling effect(observed in our work in Section 2.3.2.1) in a graphene crystal 

were attributed to high sensitivity, wide range, and stretchability. [30]  Additionally, the 

effect of engineering the wrinkle pattern in tuning adhesion, wetting, open-channel 

microfluidics, and responsive microlens arrays is studied experimentally.[31] 

The presence of wrinkles in different 2D systems, including Co/Cu/PDMS  has 

attributed to preserving Giant Magnetoresistance performance(GMR) even at strains as 

high as 4.5%.[32][33] The wrinkles patterns were observed to affect  GMR and magnetic 

field sensitivity uniquely over a wide range of strain.[34] Often, there are sensitive parts of 

the device which should be shielded against the magnetic fields. A wrinkled 

polyurethane(PU)/MXene(Ti3C2Tx) complex was tested for its electromagnetic wave 

interference(EMI) capability in flexible electronics.[35] The power storage components 

are also needed to be able to withstand mechanical deformations. Wrinkled/crumpled 

supercapacitors based upon graphene/rGO are demonstrated to have high capacitance at 

strains up to 300% and 5000 stretching cycles.[36][37]] Further, wrinkled 2D material 

based bioelectrodes seem to show no degradation in charge capacity and impedance while 

used for in-vivo measurements.[38] Wrinkles in Polyimide/Silbione system has resulted in 

low elastic modulus and high tangent modulus to avoid fracture and mechanical constraint 

on the movement of a biological tissue over a substrate, respectively.[39] Crumples in a 

2D material can undergo a geometrical transformation for various reasons. A majority of 

systems acquired the same type of wrinkle as one can observe while growing graphene on 

a SiO2 substrate.  A related work by Lee et al. [40] revealed that during the transfer of 

exfoliated graphene onto a SiO2 substrate, water molecules get diffuse between graphene 
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and substrate (Figure 2.1). The diffused water and subsequently its evaporation cause 

wrinkles and change in geometry of the wrinkles, respectively, resulting in Wrinkled 

Graphene Nanoribbon (WGNR). It may be essential to study wrinkle transformation lead 

by water diffusion and evaporation in the system. 

 

 
Figure 2.1 (a) Schematic diagram of the wrinkle formation process through the ice-like 
water formation and liquid water diffusion at high humidity, and liquid water evaporation 
in a dry environment. (b) Height changes in a graphene/SiO2 structure after exposure to 
high humidity. AFM topographic images of a monolayer graphene mechanically exfoliated 
on SiO2 (b.1) before and (b.2) after the high humidity exposure. (c) Averaged height 
profiles measured for the areas marked with black and red rectangle in (b.1) and (b.2), 
respectively. G denotes monolayer graphene. 
 
Source:  Springer Science + Business Media, Lee et al. Nano Res. 2012, 5(10):710-717  
 

In this work, we provided a detailed explanation of water diffusion and its impact 

on a wrinkled bilayer graphene system characterized by geometrical parameters and 

electronic properties. Our results can explain the phenomenon of the water interaction with 

the graphene system[36][37], and change in electronic properties of different 2D materials 

caused by wrinkles [38][40]. Our study is composed of three phases. Phase I addresses the 
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wrinkle evolution due to diffused water in between graphene with distributed wrinkles and 

a graphene substrate. We had varied the amount of diffused water and the initial angle of 

the distributed wrinkles in graphene and studied the formation of final localized wrinkle 

configuration and the stress generated in wrinkled graphene. Lastly, Phase II uses Density 

Functional Theory (DFT) while considering the free-standing WGNR with four different 

initial angles and studies its influence on the electronic properties. Only quasi-periodic 

wrinkles are considered instead of a complex network of wrinkles that exist in the 

experimental setups. However, we believe that our studies will encourage researchers to 

study more complicated wrinkle structures.   

 
2.2 Models and Methods 

 
2.2.1 Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
 
This study is divided into three phases based on which part of the wrinkle life-cycle is 

being studied, i.e., formation, evolution, collapse, and the approach used for analysis, i.e., 

MD or DFT. In the first phase, we investigated the wrinkle formation and evolution. In this 

phase (Figure 2.2a), we created a Graphene with Distributed Wrinkles (GDW) supported 

by a Flat Graphene (FG) with Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC) (width = 20 Å) using 

the in-house MATLAB code. Here, we considered different Initial Angle of Wrinkle 

(IAW) denoted as 𝜃"#$ (𝜃"#$ = 6°, 11°, 16°, 21°) to generate GDW with four different 

configurations. Figure 2.2a shows a representative case of 𝜃"#$ = 	11°. While changing 

𝜃"#$, we kept the number of carbon (C) atoms in GDW the same, the size of the FG is 

reduced. For example, if we take a flat graphene sheet and keep compressing to get 

wrinkles of different angles, the number of atoms in the sheet remains unchanged, while 

the overall length of the sheet is reduced. Table B.1 of the Appendix B shows the C atoms 
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for different 𝜃"#$. We define a parameter called Carbon Ratio (CR), which is the ratio of 

the number of C atoms in GDW to that of FG. For 𝜃"#$ of 6°, 11°, 16°, 21°; CR values are 

1.017, 1.053, 1.11, 1.20, respectively (Table B.1). 

The Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive Bond Order (AIREBO) potential was used 

for the C-C interactions [42]. We performed an energy minimization of this system (Figure 

2.2a) using the conjugate gradient method as implemented in the MD package LAMMPS 

[43]. While integrating Newton’s Second Law of Motion equation to study the constant-

energy surface of the system, it may be required to control a particular state variable of the 

system, i.e., Volume, Temperature, Pressure, etc., to replicate experimental conditions. 

Therefore, multiple statistical ensembles can be employed depending on controlling 

different state variables. For example, the constant-energy, constant volume ensemble 

(NVE) is used when the system is evolved in time, keeping the system’s temperature and 

pressure free to change. This ensemble is also called as microcanonical ensemble. 

Similarly, a constant-temperature, constant-volume ensemble (NVT) is known as 

canonical ensemble in which temperature is controlled through temperature-bath coupling 

and volume is kept constant. The constant-temperature, constant-pressure (NPT) 

ensembles control the system’s pressure and temperature simultaneously while the 

system’s volume is allowed to change. The simulations performed in this Chapter were 

successful with the NVE ensemble however tended to crash while using the NVT or NPT 

ensemble. Since the system is crashing in the first 1ns of the simulation run and after 

visually inspecting it, we believe the rationale may be the sharp vertex of wrinkles obtained 

from initial structures generated by the Matlab code. The Carbon atoms around the sharp 

vertex might have steric clashes that were exploding the simulation box if Newton’s 
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Second Law was being solved with constant volume and temperature or constant pressure 

and temperature state variables.  

Figure 2.2b shows the minimized/equilibrium configuration of GDW supported by 

the FG. At this point, we studied wrinkling evolution for four cases – (a) without water 

(Figure 2.2b), and (b) two-, (c) four-, and (d) six-layer of water in between the GDW and 

FG (Figure 2.2c,d,e). In-house MATLAB code was used to insert the water layer in the 

wrinkled system shown in Figure 2.2b. The density of the added water molecules, i.e., the 

number of water molecules per unit volume, is the same for all cases. Table B.1 of 

Appendix B shows the number of water molecules for different cases.  

 

 
Figure 2.2 (a) V-shaped, hypothetical, wrinkling structure considered for the study 
(generated using Matlab code). Different Initial Angle of Wrinkling (IAW), 𝜃 "#$	 = 	6°, 
11°, 16°, 21°, are considered in this study. (b) Minimization of the system by MD (no water 
case). (c-e) Insertion of water for further studies. (c) two- (d) four-, and (e) six-layer of 
water. (e.1) side view and (e.2) inclined view. Simulation box is not visible.     
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The water molecules were added to the system (Figure 2.2b) in two different ways 

– (1) While adding the water, the gap between the graphene layers was increased to 

maintain a fixed distance between the water layers and the adjacent graphene sheet (Figure 

2.2c, d, e). (2) Water layers were added while keeping the distance between GDW and FG 

to a fixed distance corresponding to the maximum water case considered (i.e., gap shown 

in Figure 2.2e is considered for all other cases). However, in both cases, we qualitatively 

observed the same results. Therefore, we only discuss the results for the cases shown in 

Figure 2.2b-e. We used TIP4P potential for water (H2O)[44], and Lennard-Jones type of 

pair potential for C and H2O interactions [45]. We used TIP4P potential before for water 

modeling [3,37], and our computational results were in good agreement with the 

experimental findings [3].  

The methodology of Phase I is summarized in the ‘Wrinkle Evolution’ part of the 

flow-chart shown in Figure 2.3. The temperature of the system was controlled at 300 K 

using the Berendsen thermostat [46]. We then performed MD simulation using NVE 

ensemble with the timestep of 1 femtosecond. Sufficient MD steps (at least one million 

steps) were performed to make sure the system reached its lowest energy configurations 

(discussed later in detail). 
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Figure 2.3 Flowchart showing the algorithm used for the Molecular Dynamics (MD) 
simulation for wrinkle evolution.  
 
 

 After the end of the first phase simulations, we stored the system configuration and 

reused it as the initial structure for the next phase of the project. We performed the stress 

analysis of the final stabilized graphene sheet with a localized wrinkle using the in-built 

LAMMPS stress computation algorithm [47]. The detail of the stress calculation methods 

is provided in the supplementary information (section D). Figure 2.3 displaces the 

algorithm used for the wrinkle evolution under water intercalation.  

 
 
2.2.2 Density Functional Theory (DFT) 
 
In Phase II, the DFT based analyses were performed on one frame from each case 

considered from Phase I.  In this phase, we tried to understand the impact of geometrical 

parameters of WGNR on their fundamental electronic properties. We implemented first-

principles DFT with plane-wave basis sets and pseudopotentials to describe the electron-
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ion interactions as implemented in Quantum Espresso (QE) [48]. All calculations were 

done using the projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and the Perdew–

Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional [49]. The plane-wave basis sets 

were used with a plane-wave cutoff energy of 100 eV, and a kinetic energy cutoff for 

augmentation charges of 400 eV. The convergence threshold of Kohn-Sham equations was 

set to 1e-06. The gamma-centered k-point sampling grids obtained using the Monkhorst–

Pack method, were 8x8x8 with a unit offset for the graphene unit cell. The valence 

electrons contain s and p orbitals for carbon. Before DFT calculations, all atoms in the cell, 

as well as the lattice dimensions and angles, were relaxed to the equilibrium configurations 

by using MD. For consistency, only one case corresponding to two water (H2O) layers was 

studied from each considered IAW, i.e., 6°, 11°, 16°, 21°. Furthermore, the systems from 

all four cases were trimmed down to 120 atoms to eliminate the system size dependency, 

and conform to the available computational resources.  For the band structure calculations, 

the symbols and coordinates of the high-symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone of the 

crystals were taken from Y Hinuma et al.[50]. MATLAB and VESTA codes were used for 

the post-processing of the results. 

 
2.3 Results and Discussion 

 
We discuss our results for three phases – (I) The formation and evolution of wrinkles for 

no-water, and water inside GDW and supported FG (without drying), and (II) The 

electronic structure of free-standing WGNR for four different geometries.  
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2.3.1 Phase I: The Formation and Evolution of Wrinkles Due to Diffused Water 
 

As discussed in section 1 (introduction), during the synthesis [51] and/or transfer 

process[52], graphene can inherent distributed wrinkles, and they tend to coalescence to 

form a localized structures, i.e., from ‘Graphene with Distributed Wrinkles (GDW)’ to 

‘Graphene with Localized Wrinkle (GLW)’. For the simplicity of analysis, we considered 

here GDW only among other available morphologies (Figure 2.2b), i.e., ripples, crumples, 

folds, etc. First, we analyzed how GDW transforms into GLW when there is no diffused 

water (Figure 2.2b). Figure 2.4a shows the case of distributed wrinkles for the 

representative case of 𝜃"#$ = 21° and CR=1.21. As mentioned earlier in section 2, Carbon 

Ratio (CR) is the ratio of C atoms in the upper sheet with wrinkles and the underlying flat 

sheet (see Table B.1 of Appendix B). The distributed wrinkles on same-side amalgamate 

to form a localized wrinkle, i.e., GDW transforms to GLW. In crystalline solids, same-sign 

dislocations repel according to Frank’s rule [53]. However, in van der Waals (vdW) layered 

structures, such as graphene, same-sign (same-side) winkles attract each other to form a 

localized wrinkle. A similar observation was reported for the MoS2 bilayer system [54]. As 

shown in Figure 2.4a, for 𝜃"#$ = 21°, first, the initially distributed wrinkles transform into 

intermediate wrinkle localization and finally single ‘localized wrinkle’. During the 

intermediate steps (step = 10000, 25000), initially distributed wrinkles form three followed 

by two wrinkles and, finally, one ‘localized wrinkle’. There is a drop in potential energy 

during the transformation of three to two and, finally, one wrinkle. In Appendix A, Figure 

A.1-A.3 show the evolution of initial wrinkle for three other cases – (1)  𝜃"#$ = 6°, CR = 

1.017; (2) 𝜃"#$ = 11°, CR = 1.053; (3) 𝜃"#$ = 16°, CR = 1.11. As shown in Figure A.1 

(Appendix A), when the 𝜃"#$ is less (e.g., 𝜃"#$ = 6°), and CR is close to 1, initially 
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distributed wrinkles do not converge to single localized wrinkle, rather tries to transform 

into a highly strained flat sheet.  

 

 
Figure 2.4: (a) Potential energy variation during the wrinkle amalgamation for 𝜃"#$ 
=21°	(no	water	case), 	(b)	Formation	of	the	water	droplet	on graphene, (c) Potential 
energy variation during wrinkle amalgamation (𝜃"#$ = 6°	for two water layer case.). 
Simulation box is not visible.     
 
 
Figure 2.4b represents a case-study where water molecules are initially placed on 

monolayer FG with no graphene sheet on top. The MD simulation shows that water 

molecules coalescence to form a water droplet because of the hydrophobicity of 

graphene[55] with a contact angle of 125°, which matches with the literature [56]. In Figure 

2.4c, we considered a representative case of 𝜃"#$ = 6° (two-layer water) to discuss how 

diffused water molecules inside GDW and FG influence the wrinkle evolution. The 

presence of diffused water causes ‘competition’ between two phenomena – (i) wrinkle 
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amalgamation, and (ii) droplet formation. The final localized wrinkle configuration is 

primarily determined by the dominant phenomenon. Figure A.1 (Appendix A) shows that 

for GDW with 𝜃"#$ = 6°, initial wrinkles tend to merge together to form a flat sheet. 

Figure 2.4b shows the water droplet formation starting from the initial water layer. When 

these phenomena, i.e., wrinkling formation and droplet formation interact with each other, 

the droplet formation process dominates. However, the final droplet shape in this case 

(Figure 2.4c) is not the same as in Figure 2.4b. Because in this case, the upper graphene 

sheet tries to compress the water droplet, as observed by S. McKenzie et al. [57]. However, 

since the droplet formation phenomenon is dominant here, the final wrinkle configuration 

is primarily determined by the water droplet.  
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Figure 2.5 (a) Cauchy stress field distribution in the localized wrinkle graphene system for 
a particular time frame – [a.1] 𝜎>>, 	[a.2] 𝜎@>, [a.3] 𝜎A>	- side view, [a.4] 𝜎A> - inclined view, 
(b) Stress distribution across the top wrinkled graphene sheet. Stresses are averaged upon 
the whole line of atoms along the y-axis. Simulation box is not visible.     
 

Figure A.4-A.7 (Appendix A) show the final wrinkle configuration of graphene 

starting from the initial wrinkle angle of 𝜃"#$ = 6°, 11°, 16°, and 21°, respectively for 0-

, 2-, 4-, and 6-layer water cases. The stress generated during the wrinkle formation is shown 

here. We considered a representative case of 𝜃"#$ = 11° for the 2-layer water case (Figure 

A.5b in Appendix A) for analyzing the stress generation during the wrinkle formation. 
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Figure 2.5 shows the z-component of the Cauchy stress. Considering the stress-field in 

Figure 2.5a, we note that atoms in the flat regions and at the top of the wrinkle have no z-

component stress. Only the sidewalls, i.e., the base of the localized wrinkle, are stressed.  

Figure 2.5b shows the distribution of the z-component of stress across the GLW (Graphene 

with Localized Wrinkle). Here, stresses are averaged upon the whole line of atoms along 

the periodic y-axis. We note that for all three stress cases (𝜎>>, 𝜎@>, 𝜎A>), the stress is high 

in the sidewalls (the base) of the wrinkle as expected [58]. The maximum individual atomic 

stress, observed in the wrinkle, varies from around -17 GPa(compressive) to 18 

GPa(Tensile) (Figure 2.5a). When averaged over the stripe of atoms along the periodic y-

axis, the maximum magnitude of stress is around 4 GPa (Figure 2.5b). In summary, stress 

generation in graphene during the wrinkle formation is much lower than the stress that can 

cause plastic deformation [59,60]. Hence, water diffusion-induced wrinkle formation in 

graphene does not cause in-plane lattice-strain high enough to break the bonds and cause 

plasticity.  
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Figure 2.6 (a) Wrinkle configurations at different stages. [a.1] Model considered at the 
beginning of the simulation showing the ‘Initial Angle of Wrinkle (𝜃"#$)’. [a.2] Wrinkle 
configuration obtained after MD simulation of Figure a.1 with specific height, length, and 
Final Angle of Water (𝜃B#$) of the wrinkled structure (with no water). [a.3] Insertion of 
water molecules in the minimized wrinkled structure obtained in Figure a.2. [a.4] Final 
configuration (after MD simulation of Figure a.3) with final height, length, and  𝜃B#$ of 
the wrinkled structure (with water). (b) Variation of the [b.1] aspect ratio (height/length), 
and [b.2] final angle (𝜃B#$) of localized wrinkle obtained from different initial angles 
(𝜃"#$). At each 𝜃"#$, we varied the number of water molecules inside the graphene bilayer. 
[c] The aspect ratio (AR) and final angle variation w.r.t. the no. of water layers. Simulation 
box is not visible.     
 

As shown in Figure A.4-A.7 (Appendix A) , irrespective of the number of the 

diffused water layers (i.e., 2-, 4-, or 6-layer), the pattern of the final configuration is the 

same for all water layer cases. We define two new parameters (Figure 2.6a) – (1) Aspect 

Ratio (AR) as the ratio of the height of the wrinkle to its base length, and (2) ‘Final Angle 

of Wrinkle, 𝜃B#$’. If AR = 0, it means the sheet is flat (height = 0). The higher the value 

of AR, the lesser the radius of the curvature of wrinkle-vertex. Moreover, there is a directly 
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proportional relationship between AR and 		𝜃B#$ . Figure 2.6b,c show how AR and 𝜃B#$ 

vary with 𝜃"#$ (initial angle of water) for the differing number of the water layers. When 

there is no diffused water (Figure A.4a-A.7a in Appendix A), as 𝜃"#$ increases from 6° to 

21°, the final localized wrinkle becomes sharper. Therefore, the blue curve (no water case) 

in Figure 2.6b shows that the AR and 𝜃B#$ increase as 𝜃"#$ increases. As mentioned 

before, the presence of diffused water starts the complex interplay between the wrinkle 

amalgamation and droplet formation [61]. The final shape is the result of the interaction 

between two phenomena. For 2-, 4-, or 6-layer diffused water cases (Figure A.4b-d, A.5b-

d, A.6b-d, A.7b-d in Appendix A), AR and 𝜃B#$ linearly increases as 𝜃"#$ increases from 

6° to 21°. As shown in Figure A.4a (Appendix A), for 𝜃"#$ = 	6° case, the graphene sheet 

with initially distributed wrinkle flattens (AR = 0, 𝜃B#$ = 	0° in Figure 2.6b.1) for no 

water case. With the insertion of 2-, 4-, or 6-layer diffused water (Figure A.4b-d in 

appendix A), the droplet and wrinkle size increases. However, the decrease in AR for a 

different water-layer case for	𝜃"#$ = 	6° is not significant (black line in Figure 2.6c.1) as 

the length and height of the wrinkle increase almost proportionately. For the 𝜃"#$ = 	21° 

case (Figure A.7 in Appendix A), we have the spiker localized wrinkle for no-water case 

(Figure A.7a in Appendix A). The AR, in this case, is high (blue line in Figure 2.6b.1), 

since the base length of wrinkle is moderately short as compared to the height of the 

wrinkle. With the increase in diffused water amount, the base length of the wrinkle keeps 

increasing while the height is almost the same (Figure A.7b-d in Appendix A). Thus, AR 

and 𝜃B#$ values drop significantly (cyan curve in Figure 2.6c).  

In Phase I, it is observed that for all cases considered, distributed wrinkles evolve 

into a localized wrinkle. The way it appears is either the intra-attraction between water 
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molecules to make one droplet, and the vdW attraction between the wrinkle and water 

molecules that “drag” the graphene along with water droplet [62]. Another possibility is 

the vdW attraction between the upper graphene sheet and graphene substrate, causing that 

drag. The probability of the vdW attraction between walls of the same wrinkle, during 

evolution, are slim to none given the wrinkle wavelength. Furthermore, it may be a 

combination of all these factors, which may be the function of temporal and spatial 

variables as well. Though the detailed analysis is beyond the scope of this study, in Phase 

I, we tried to get an insight into the underlying mechanisms into the wrinkling formation 

and evolution kinetics.  

 
2.3.2 Phase II: DFT Study of the Electronic Properties of Winkled Graphene 
 
2.3.2.1 Crystal Orbitals (HOMO and LUMO).  We performed the Molecular Orbital 

(MO) analysis of WGNR for all four angles (6°, 11°, 16°, 21°). We considered the localized 

wrinkle structure for four-layer of water cases shown in Figure A.4c-A.7c (Appendix A). 

We had considered coalesced wrinkle excluding the underlying substrate, i.e., free-

standing WGNR (Figure 2.7). We considered the same number of atoms in all the cases, 

i.e., 120 atoms. The system is optimized with the MD code before performing electronic 

calculations with DFT. Figure 2.7 shows the isometric view and Figure A.11 (Appendix 

A) shows the front view. Crystal orbitals are demonstrated by the iso-surfaces with yellow 

color. A carbon atom has six electrons, out of which two lowest electrons are considered 

as core electrons, and the next four electrons are regarded as valence electrons. These 

valence electrons participate in the interaction with other atoms in the crystal. 

Consequently, we are considering these four electrons in the outmost shell in the DFT 

calculations.  
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Figure 2.7 Isometric view of HOMO and LUMO for four localized wrinkles with Initial 
Angle of Wrinkle (IAW) of (a) 6°, (b) 11°, (c) 16°, and (d) 21°. 
 
 

We observed the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) at the portion of 

the WGNR, where the radius of curvature is high, i.e., the flat portion (Figure 2.7). For 

IAW of 6°, 11°, 16°, HOMO is observed to be only on the flat part of the GNR. This 

indicates that lattice distortion, present due to the wrinkle, is increasing the energy level of 

the molecular orbitals forming up the wrinkled portion of GNR. Hence, the electrons prefer 

to fill up the molecular orbitals formed by the flat portion of the GNR. The same 

phenomenon is observed in the sidewalls of the wrinkle for the highest angle considered 

(21°). In this case, the wrinkle is slender enough so that its sidewalls act like flat graphene 

and form the molecular orbitals having less energy. Consequently, electrons prefer to stay 

in the molecular orbitals formed by the sidewalls of the wrinkle instead of the vertex.  
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The Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO) is mostly observed in the 

portion of the GNR having high curvature (Figure 2.7).  From IAW of 6° to 16°, LUMO 

can be found in the wrinkled section of the GNR and definitely not in the flat portion. It 

indicates that if the GNR gains an electron, then it happens by the atoms forming the 

wrinkle. The effect of curvature plays a dominant role when we increase the IAW beyond 

16°. In the case of 21°, we observe LUMO in the form of tunnel shape [65]. The wrinkle 

is slender enough to confine the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital parallel to its 

direction. Further investigation is necessary to understand whether it’s just the effect of 

curvature or the presence of HOMO along the sidewalls of the wrinkle or both of these 

factors contributing to some extent to the formation of “electron-tunnel”-LUMO. This 

observation proves that the presence of wrinkles and its slenderness plays a crucial role in 

the generation of “tunnel” LUMO orbital. It can be utilized to control the direction of 

electron flow in a (semi)conducting system, as observed by J.A Sulpizio et al. in the form 

of electron flow following a macro hydrodynamic flow pattern, i.e., Poiseuille flow [66].    

Similar to these ‘electron-tunnels’, ‘electron-channels’ are obtained in the IAW 

values of 6°, 11°, 16°. The ‘electron-channels’ is the overlapping of the atomic orbitals of 

the same energy level forming an “electron-flow-channel” along the direction of wrinkle, 

which can act as a tunnel to the flow of every extra electron added to the system. 

Consequently, by controlling the course of these channels, the direction of electron-flow 

can also be controlled, which has multiple applications in the semiconductor industries.  

The studies aimed for similar outcomes are available in the literature [71,72]. For IAW of 

16°, the asymmetricity is observed for LUMO. As shown in Figure 2.7c (Figure A.11c in 

Appendix A), the wrinkle is bent on one side (left). That causes the LUMO to only form 
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on the curved sidewall completely and partially on the right sidewall. There is a portion of 

the left sidewall of the wrinkle, where no LUMO or HOMO is observed (Figure A.11c in 

Appendix A). Further investigation is necessary to determine the energy level of the 

orbitals, possessed by the corresponding set of atoms forming the portion of the left 

sidewall of the wrinkle, where neither LUMO nor HOMO is obtained.  

 
2.3.2.2 Band Structure.  In Figure 2.8, band structures are plotted for localized 

wrinkled graphene structures shown in Figure 2.7. Each band structure is based upon the 

system consisting of 240 bands corresponding to 480 electrons constituting the crystal. The 

direct bandgap is observed for all of the cases. The observed bandgap values, based upon 

the difference between HOMO and LUMO, are 0.5492, 0.5453, 0.4801, and 0.5266 eV for 

the localized wrinkled structure corresponding to the IAW cases of 6°, 11°, 16°, 21°, 

respectively. Figure A.10 (Appendix A) shows the band structure of the flat pristine 

graphene. As expected, no bandgap is observed for this case.  

The bandgap is observed to be decreasing linearly with IAW (6°, 11°, 16°), 

followed by sudden increase for 21°. This can be attributed to the observation made in 

Figure 2.7d for the 21° case, i.e., distortion of the HOMO-LUMO. As explained before, 

because of slenderness, the HOMO is observed on the sidewalls of the wrinkle. Moreover, 

because of high curvature, LUMO shifted from the tip to under the wrinkle to form an 

“electron tunnel”. The delocalization of the HOMO and LUMO orbital for the highest 

angle case (21°) may be the reason behind non-linearity in the proportional relationship of 

IAW and bandgap.   
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Figure 2.8 Band structure along high symmetry k-points for four localized wrinkles with 
Initial Angle of Wrinkle (IAW) of (a) 6°, (b) 11°, (c) 16°, and (d) 21°. 
 

2.3.2.3 Density of States (DOS).  In Figure 2.9, the density of states (DOS) is plotted 

for four wrinkled graphene structures mentioned in Figure 2.7. An inversely proportional 

relationship is observed between Fermi energy and the IAW. As IAW increases (6°, 11°, 

16°, 21°), the magnitude of the Fermi energy decreases as -3.3651 eV, -3.2326 eV, -2.9825 

eV, -2.0637 eV, respectively. The Fermi energy obtained for flat graphene is -2.3462 eV, 

which agrees with the values reported in the literature [68]. With the increase in IAW, the 

angle of curvature of final localized wrinkle decreases. It means that the wrinkled portion 

of GNR is denser (number of atoms/volume) than the flat portion of GNR and hence more 

stretched bonds. 
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Consequently, the strained lattice increases the energy levels of the localized crystal 

orbitals, which results in changing the Fermi energy as a function of IAW. In Figure 2.9, 

we notice two prominent peaks in DOS plots for all cases (IAW = 11°, 16°, 21°) except for 

the least IAW case (6°). We have the second peak in all the cases at around -2 eV to 0 eV, 

and the first peak at around -5 eV except for the least IAW case (6°). Further work can be 

conducted to find out the first value of IAW, which will generate the first peak in between 

IAW of 6° to 11° and results in two peaks.  

 

 
Figure 2.9 Density of states for four localized wrinkles with Initial Angle of Wrinkle 
(IAW) of (a) 6°, (b) 11°, (c) 16°, and (d) 21°. 
 
 
As can be seen from potential energy plots (Figure A.1-A.4 in Appendix A), the local 

minima of potential energy increase (-7.427eV > -7.426eV > -7.424eV> -7.423eV) as the 

initial angle of wrinkle increases (6°>11°>16°>21°). The corresponding relationship can 

be observed in band structure plots while observing the Valence Band Maximum (VBM) 
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in Figure 2.8. As the initial angle of the wrinkle is increased, so does the VBM from 

approximately 0 eV to 1.5 eV. Synchronously, in total DOS plot in Figure 2.9, the energy 

corresponding to the highest energy state is also increased from ≈0 eV to ≈2 eV. 

 
2.4 Conclusion 

 
In conclusion, we have performed MD and DFT simulations to geometrically and 

electronically characterize the wrinkle formation, evolution, and collapse in graphene when 

water is diffused in between graphene and substrate. Our key findings are summarized 

below:  

• The distributed wrinkles in graphene coalesce to form a ‘localized wrinkle’, whose 
configuration significantly depends on the initial pattern of distributed wrinkles and 
the amount of diffused water present in between the graphene and substrate.  
 

• When water is distributed on a graphene sheet, due to hydrophobicity, distributed 
water molecules condense to form a water droplet. In the presence of diffused 
water, the final wrinkle configuration is the result of the competition between the 
water droplet formation process and the localized wrinkle formation process. For 
the lower initial angle of wrinkle, droplet formation is dominant, resulting in 
wrinkle with a high angle of curvature values i.e., non-sharp vertex. For higher 
initial wrinkle angle, wrinkle formation dominates, and the resulted localized 
wrinkle tends to possess a lower angle of curvature i.e., sharp vertex. 

 
• The stress analysis reveals that the maximum stress is at the base of the wrinkle, 

and always below its plasticity limit. Therefore, wrinkle formation due to water 
diffusion does not cause any significant bond-breaking.  

 
• “Electron-tunnel/channel” is observed along the vertex of the WGNR. By 

controlling the direction of WGNR, we can control the direction of the electron 
flow. This concept can be used in designing flexible electronics and 
optoelectronics. 

 
• The direct bandgap is observed for all the wrinkle cases considered. The change in 

wrinkle geometry also generates lattice strains, which further changes the energy 
level of the crystal orbitals. The strain in lattice changes the Fermi energies as well 
as results in Fermi level modulations. 
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Our study addresses the fundamental questions regarding the wrinkle formation, evolution, 

and collapse due to water diffusion and its importance in flexible electronics.  
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CHAPTER 3 
 

ENGINEERING FRICTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MoS2 STRUCTURE 
BY TUNING THICKNESS AND MORPHOLOGY- AN ATOMIC, ELECTRONIC 

STRUCTURE, AND EXCITON ANALYSIS 
 
 

3.1 Introduction 
 
Two-Dimensional (2D) materials are constituted of a few layers of atoms, and they are 

known for their cutting-edge applications in the domain of electronics, optics, and 

magnetics[69]. This work highlights their tribological properties and different approaches 

to tune them. Whenever a 2D material is used in a device, it will always form physical 

contact with another body, and consequently there will usually be relative motion across 

their surfaces and relative motion between surfaces yield friction. Friction could be 

desirable for an application, i.e., stopping a moving part, or non-desirable, i.e., supporting 

a moving part while offering minimum resistance to its motion, ideally none. This study 

primarily focuses on tuning the frictional characteristics of 2D materials by engineering 

the surface morphology and thickness[70][71]. While surveying the literature, we had 

discerned there were mainly two ways by which the tribological properties can be modified 

of the given layered materials with more importance being given to the former than the 

latter[72], i.e., a) introducing a structural change in the lattice geometry of material either 

by wrinkles or indents or folds or doping or functionalization or vacancy generation or 

straining, etc. and b) non-geometrical changes either by applying electric/magnetic/thermal 

field or annealing, irradiation, surrounding atmospheric conditions, etc. For tuning the 

surface morphology of 2D material, a favored mechanism was generating the wrinkles on 

the surface or other out-of-plane morphological deformations[73]. Since wrinkles usually 

acquire the shape of the waves, they can be controlled and modeled straightforwardly using 
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the parameters such as amplitude and wavelength. For example, the wrinkles’ pattern 

change on Chemical Vapor Deposition(CVD) grown Graphene had been demonstrated to 

introduce frictional anisotropy[74].  

Multiple experimental studies investigated interfacial strength [75], interface super-

lubricity [76] and surface frictional [77] characteristics between Graphene, MoS2, WS2, 

WSe2, and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) tip through Puckering Effect and at high 

pressure (1GPa) and humidity (51%) among other parameters. Furthermore, Graphene's 

tribological properties were tuned by fluorination-based surface corrugation in an 

experimental and MD (Molecular Dynamics) setup [78] and through hydrogenation and 

oxidation functionalization in an experimental and DFT (Density Functional Theory) 

framework[79]. Additionally, tribology-based aqueous and oil dispersion characteristics of 

carbon quantum dots(CQDs) decorated 2D materials (h-BN: MoS2: MoSe2: WS2 and 

Graphene)[80], and interlayer and surface modification-dependent inorganic layers of 

Zirconium Phosphate[81] were observed, respectively. In other setups, 2D α-ZrP 

intercalated with multiple amines exhibited lubrication when dispersed in oil[82], and 

substitute for ambient conditions solid- and liquid-based lubricants were provided by 

synthesizing graphene-ionic liquid(IL) based on 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium iodide, i.e., 

[BMIM][I] [83]. Moreover, models like spring-block, dashpot, 2D multi-atoms Prandtl-

Tomlinson, and micro slip finite element were used to obtain correlations like the 

dependency of Friction Coefficient on the surface pattern of soft polymer, hierarchical 

complex and bulk materials [84][85][86], the curvature of multiwall hetero-nanotube 

complex[87], surface corrugations[88], and wrinkle's wavelength/amplitude in 2D/3D 

complex[89]. Furthermore, frictional characteristics were controlled by covering SrTiO3's 
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surface with molecular-monolayers[90], redistributing electrons in hexagonal boron-

nitride bilayer through intercalation of fluorine atoms[91], and inserting Graphene against  

Silicon Force Microscopy(SFM) tip [78].  Similarly, another substitute of friction control 

was generating vacancies (which was more effective than C-O based add atoms 

functionalization) in Graphene for triboelectric NEMS/MEMS[92], and epitaxial Graphene 

on SiC, which becomes even more effective for bilayer due to electron-phonon 

coupling[93]. Additionally, Moiré superlattice seems to play a pivotal role in affecting the 

interfacial or surface frictional characteristics of multiple systems, i.e., Graphene on 

Ge(111) [94], Graphene flake subjected to area change and biaxial strain [95], 

fluorographene/MoS2 [96], Graphene on Re(0001) and Pt(111) [97], and Graphene on 

Ru(0001) and Ir(111)[98]. In several studies multiple correlations regarding tribological 

characteristics were discovered including dependency of Graphene/Graphene; hBN/hBN; 

MoS2/MoS2; Graphene/hBN; H-graphene/h-BN system on atom’s electronegativity[99], 

MoS2 system on lattice orientation[100]. Similarly induced in-plane strain caused charge 

transfer[101], Graphite on Li+ intercalation[102], MoS2; WS2; and WSe2 on thickness[9], 

multi-layer Re intercalated homo MoS2 on thickness due to enhanced phonon-electron 

interactions [103].  

Another set of experimental/computational studies demonstrated friction tuning in 

electrochemically reduced graphene oxide(ERGO) can modify supercapacitor's charge 

storage [104], thickness controlled Zinc acetate (Zn(Ac)2) derived boron nitride nanosheets 

(BNNSs) can reduce the friction coefficient of pure water[105]. Consonantly friction 

modification in BN/BN system by perturbing charge transfer caused by changing location 

of impurity atom[106] and achieving high-temperature lubricity by intercalating 11-
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aminoundecanoic acid in protonated titanate H1.07Ti1.73O4(organic/inorganic 

complex)[107]. Meanwhile, multiple studies used non-structural parameters as catalysis 

for affecting frictional characteristics including surface treatment and temperature 

variations[108], water intercalation and condensation for Graphene, Graphene Oxide, and 

SiO2[109]. Likewise, ion-irradiation of Graphene and Diamond-like carbon in Nitrogen 

filled chamber[110], water and alcohol intercalated in Graphene/Mica[111], magnetic field 

between oxygen molecules layers on Nickel and gold substrate[112], and ambient humidity 

on the salt surface [113]. Furthermore, frictional characteristics were affected by the 

normal electric field on MoS2[95], high pressure (46MPs) annealing of CVD-grown hBN 

monolayer[114], electronically engineering the ionic liquids between AFM tip and the 

electrode[115], condensed water from highly humid air between CVD MoS2 and Silica 

substrate[116]. There were multiple applications utilizing frictional characteristics of 

layered materials, including quantifying friction exerted by the tip on organic 

composite[104], 0D/1D/2D materials based friction powered skin-mountable strain 

sensor[117], friction tuning graphene-oxide(GO)/poly(N-isopropyl-

acrylamide)(pNIPAM) composite thermo-responsive hydrogels based Tweezers[118]. 

Comparably, interlayer-friction controlled photoresponsivity of MoS2 based tribotronic-

phototransistor[119], MoS2-phototransistor with high ON/OFF ratio and drain-source 

current[120], interlocking friction in bi-layer MoS2 system governing the fracture/crack 

propagation[121], black-phosphorous thickness/orientation controlled tribological 

NEMS[122]. Besides, new models and methods like conventional Prandtl-Tomlinson/DFT 

[123], electromagnetic field-based quantum chemistry[124], 2D Burridge-Knopoff [125], 

and nano-scratch and Raman spectroscopy[126] were used to find tribological correlations 
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for 2D electron-hole systems including Fluorographene, MoS2, WO2, and WSe2/MoSe2. 

Finally, phosphorene's tribological characteristics demonstrated dependency upon load 

applied on the tip, sliding direction, pre-strain of phosphorene, adhesion with the substrate, 

substrate's roughness, and bilayer arrangement[127]. Lastly, elastic conduct of TMDCs 

materials MX2 (M= W, Mo; X= S, Se) was studied for the first time while modeling 

tribological properties[128]. 
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Figure 3.1 MoS2 system models considered. A.1-A.4 Shows the change in number of 
indents (8, 6, 4, 2).  B.1-B.4 Shows the change in radius of indents (12 Å, 16 Å, 20 Å, 
24Å). C.1-C.4 Shows the change in number of layers (1, 2, 3, 4 layers). D.1-D.4 Shows the 
change in angles between adjecent indents (Θ=0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 60°). For easy 
visualization, only indents are shown in A and D. 
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In this work, we had modeled the MoS2 multilayered system by considering its 

nucleus degree of freedom in the Molecular Dynamics (MD) analysis phase, and electron's 

ground and excited states degree of freedom in the Density Functional Theory 

(DFT)/Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory (TD-DFT) analysis phase, 

respectively. We investigated the impact of morphological and thickness changes of a 

MoS2 multilayered system on its tribological properties. We had considered 4 different 

cases, i.e., number of layers (1-4 layers), number of indents (2-8 indents), the radius of 

indents (12Å, 16Å, 20Å, 24Å), and the pattern of indents (0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 60°) 

resulting into total 18 subcases (Figure 3.1). We used the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular 

Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) code to model the movement of an indenter's tip 

over the surface of the MoS2 system. MD results show that changing the radius and number 

of indents in a MoS2 system was the most effective way of tuning the frictional 

characteristics. While changing the number of layers and pattern was the least effective 

way. The ground-state study phase analysis shows that the number of stretched bonds in 

the systems increases with the number and radius of indents. This increases the Highest 

Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO) iso-surface volume, and TD-DFT analysis 

demonstrated that the tip might be responsible for the formation of the excitons in the 

system since Lowest Unoccupied Molecular Orbital (LUMO)'s volume was decreasing, 

which justifies the MD phase conclusion. Further, we had performed the in-depth electron-

hole pair analysis of an oversimplified number of layer subcase to find the rationale behind 

the non-significant dependency of friction exhibited. 
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3.2 System Preparation and Methodology 
 

The simulation cell size along X, Y, and Z directions were 159.581Å, 276.3Å, and 200Å 

for all cases except for the number of layers, where the Z dimension was: 200Å, 206.498Å, 

212.996Å, 219.494Å in layers 1, 2, 3, 4 subcases, respectively. A spherical indenter tip of 

radius 10Å made from Carbon atoms was developed and relaxed in a separate 

MD simulation run. 
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Figure 3.2 Tip moving across the 1-layer 8-indents (24 Å radius) MoS2 system with Θ=0°. 
A, B, and C shows the front, top and side view, respectively. D.1-D.5 showing one full 
cycle of the movement of the tip from one end to another end of the MoS2 sheet. Blue 
arrows are showing the direction of forces exerted by attached springs to the tip. 
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Consequently, the relaxed tip was placed 2Å above the top surface of the MoS2 

structure. First, the system was relaxed using gradient descent minimization to remove 

constrained/non-existent bonds. After this step, the tip and MoS2 sheets were treated as 

rigid bodies for all simulation runs. For MoS2 sheets to be treated as fixed, their atoms were 

assigned 0 m/s initial velocities, and forces were reset to 0 Kcal/mole-Angstrom at every 

step of all simulation runs. The next run was of 5000 steps NVT run for an equilibrium of 

the system at room temperature (300K). During this and subsequent runs, the tip was held 

with the springs. Two springs were tethered on opposite sides of the tip along the X-axis 

and centered at the center of the tip with spring stiffness of 10 eV/Å. A similar set of springs 

were installed along the Y-axis.  

Only one spring was installed along Z-axis because the tip needed to be only pushed 

against the MoS2 surface. The Spring constant of the Z spring was kept 5 eV/Å, lower than 

the other springs, since we just needed to gently push down the tip against the MoS2 sheet 

with the least impact on the sheet's interaction with the tip. MoS2 sheet works as a balancing 

spring, and the interaction between the tip and MoS2 sheet counteracts the forces generated 

by the spring placed on the other side of the tip. These springs for the last run were kept 

stationary due to the fixed tip, while they were moved along with the tip for the next run.  

Once the system was visually inspected to not show any abnormal behavior during this 

equilibration run, the simulation was moved forward with the next run. The next and final 

run was a 100k steps NVT run (Figure 3.2). During this run, the tip was moved along with 

springs holding it in its place together (Figure 3.2(D.1-D.5)). The difference of springs 

from previous runs was the spring constant of X and Y springs was increased from 10 to 

18 eV/Å, and there was only one spring along Y-axis used to pull the tip along Y direction 
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with a spring constant of 2 eV/Å, increased from previous 5 eV/Å. During this run, the X, 

Y, and Z components of the torque and force experienced by the tip were measured (Figure 

A.10-A.17 in Appendix A). For the force measurement, the force was measured on every 

atom of the tip, and then it was summed to a scalar value. For torque measurement, 

LAMMPS's inbuild torque measuring command was used. 

The main objective of this project was to tune/engineer the forces acting along Y-

direction on the tip. Given the morphological features introduced in the MoS2 monolayer, 

all of them can be attributed to the change in Y-directional force in one way or the other. 

Since forces are often associated with a moment and hence torque, we had characterized 

the torques as well. Torque is a rotational effect a linear force had around an axis. In this 

system, more than one linear force produces the torque. Forces along the X and Z-axes 

produce the torque around the Y-axis, the Z and Y-axial forces produce torque around the 

X-axis, and X and Y-axial forces produce the torque around the Z-axis. Due to the 

interactions occurring at the atomic level, the significant part of the motion of the tip over 

the MoS2 monolayer was the stick and slip nature. Consequently, we saw the fluctuations 

in the forces and torques plots in the MD phase of the study (Figure A.10-A.17 in Appendix 

A). This data noise was filtered out by averaging the forces and torques in the post-

processing of the MD phase. Even though these fluctuations were detrimental to the overall 

data analysis, one can quickly pinpoint an MD step over the whole MD data plot, which 

can be studied in detail by itself and will help understand broader mechanistic detail about 

tip’s overall motion. A wider perspective had emerged from averaging out similar MD 

steps. In our case, we had to pinpoint salient MD configurations that we believe had 

significant contributions to the overall perspective, and then we performed further studies 
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on those configurations using the first principle approaches. The ab-initio codes do not 

accept large systems considered in the MD phase. Therefore, we had to trim down the 

system just enough to be fed into DFT code and in a way that it should had maintained 

salient features of the geometry, if not all, which had contributed significantly to the MD 

force/torque plots. For all the cases, the number of atoms was kept constant except for the 

number of layer subcases since, implicitly, the number of atoms will change as the number 

of layers was changed. 

We had implemented first-principles DFT with plane-wave basis sets and 

pseudopotentials to describe the electron-ion interactions as implemented in VASP. All 

calculations were done using the projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials and 

the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional. The plane-wave 

basis sets were used with a plane-wave cutoff energy of 300 eV. The convergence threshold 

of Kohn–Sham equations was set to 1e−06 eV. The gamma-centered k-point sampling 

grids obtained using the Monkhorst–Pack method were 3 × 3 × 1 with a zero offset for the 

graphene unit cell. The valence electrons for Mo belong to 4p5s4d orbitals, and S belongs 

to s2p4 orbitals. The Koopman theorem was used for calculating the HOMO and LUMO 

iso-surfaces of the systems, and the Bader charge program[129] was used to perform the 

atomic charge transfer analysis. Before DFT calculations, all atoms in the cell and the 

lattice dimensions and angles were relaxed to the equilibrium configurations using MD. 

For the band structure calculations, the symbols and coordinates of the high-symmetry 

points in the first Brillouin zone of the crystals were taken from the MaterialsCloud 

server[50]. MATLAB and VESTA codes were used for the post-processing of the results. 

Furthermore, for electron-hole (exciton) calculations, we computed the Bethe-Salpeter 
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Equations (BSE) using exciting code[130], which is a full-potential all-electron density-

functional-theory package implementing the families of linearized augmented plane-wave 

methods. Since it's costly to perform such calculations, we must be conservative in 

selecting the system’s size. As one indent in our systems contains 427 atoms and that was 

too big for BSE analysis, we had to consider only that case where analysis can be done 

without considering the indents. Given the technical constraints, we can afford to ignore 

indents only in one case out of four cases considered and still establish a meaningful 

correlation, i.e., the number of layers case. Therefore, we had considered primitive cell of 

MoS2, having 6, 12, 18 and 24 atoms for 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers sub-cases alongside 

appropriate assumptions while explaining the rationale behind the results from the MD 

phase of the corresponding subcases. 
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3.3 Results 
 

The net force acting on the diamond tip can be divided into three fundamental forces, i.e., 

X, Y, and Z-axis. Of these, only the Y-axis force was vital in studying the system’s nano-

frictional characteristics. As there may be situations where non-Y-axis forces contribute to 

the Y-axis force, due to which a brief analysis of all the components was needed in this 

study. Z-axis force is a direct normal reaction from the MoS2 surface due to the diamond 

tip pressing against it. Any change in the surface morphology will directly impact its 

magnitude. Similarly, the Y-axis force is the direct reaction to the motion of the tip over 

the MoS2 surface. Akin to the normal reaction in the case of Z-axis force, the velocity of 

the tip was maintained constant for all cases and was considered to be a standard reference 

for comparison purposes. In addition to these primary reasons for the forces to exist, there 

can be secondary reasons. Those were mainly due to the tip's highly stochastic stick and 

slip motion over the MoS2 surface.  The position of the tip with respect to its relaxed 

position at the time of the first MoS2 surface morphological change experience by the tip 

highly influences these secondary reasons because this will set the tone for future 

movements of the tip and it was highly unpredictable. The secondary rationale for the Z-

axis and Y-axis forces appear to had become the primary reason for the average X-axis 

forces experienced by the tip. That was why we had occasionally observed the average X-

axis force, which does not agree with the hypothesis that supports the existence of the 

average Y-and Z-axis forces.  
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Figure 3.3 Average forces along X, Y, Z axes in A), B), C), respectively. Average torque 
about X, Y, and Z axes in D), E), and F), respectively. Legend is visible on A) for different 
line colors. 

 
  A plausible rationale for reactional forces to exist could be when the tip had its first 

interaction with the indent, the tip may had been present on the right-hand side about the 

centerline parallel to the Y-dimension of MoS2 sheets due to the stick and slip phenomenon. 

Since it was already shifted to its right-hand side, the interaction of the tip further pushed 

it down the right-hand side so that it could not recover its initial position throughout the 

whole cycle of movement over the MoS2 layer. A similar argument can be made for the 

left-hand side of the tip. On the other hand, the first interaction was probably strong enough 

to create the over-swinging pendulum motion of the tip, given the spring constant of springs 

holding the tip in its place. To make the movement of the tip more complicated, the 

resulting net motion of the tip could be either of these scenarios or any combination of 

them. Still a conclusion that can be made unequivocally is that this will be only possible in 

the average X-axis force and not for the Y and Z-axes forces. Because the wobbliness of 
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the tip was not "strong enough" to overcome the primary reasons, as outlined above, in the 

case of X and Y-axes forces. To avoid the data noise and given the Z-axis force (normal 

force) had a significant impact on the Y-axis force (frictional force) due to the Law of 

Friction[131], we shall focus our detailed discussion only on the number of indents and 

radius cases. Because only these two cases demonstrate significant linear correlation on the 

Y and Z-axes force plots (Figure 3.3). Furthermore, an increase in the number and radius 

of indents results in a higher population of stretched bonds in the whole system, leading to 

a significant change in the electronic structure and ultimately a corresponding transition in 

the mechanical behavior of the system. As opposed to the number of layers and indents 

pattern change subcases, where the changing the number of layer and indents angle doesn't 

produce a significant switch in the number of stretched bonds and hence the electronic 

structure in/of the whole system resulting in nonlinear changes on average Y and Z-axes 

force plots. Furthermore, Figure 3.3 shows that the first point of the orange curve and 

yellow curves, and the last points of the blue and magenta curve had the same Y-axis values 

on all of the MD plots since they were all the same structures, i.e., 1 layer having 8 indents 

of 24 Å radius with 0° indents' pattern. 

 
3.3.1 Radius of Indents 
 
As stated earlier, our primary focus will be the reaction force on the diamond tip along the 

Y and Z-axes since friction force (the Y-axis reaction force) is the function of the Z-axis 

reaction force. As the radius increases (Figure 3.3B), the Z and Y-axis average reactional 

forces decrease, considering the 24Å subcase as an outlier. The resultant force of these two 

forces was acting at an angle between 0° and 90°, opposite to the tip motion and spring 

pressing down the tip on the MoS2 surface. As the radius of the indents increases, the 
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reaction forces exerted by the indents on the moving tip also increase since the tip moves 

with constant velocity among all the radii considered. The higher resultant reaction force 

was being split into the higher reaction force components along Y and Z-axes, resulting in 

the increased magnitude of the Y and Z-axes reactional components as the radius increases 

(Figure 3B).  For discussion, we can call this resultant reactional force the sum of the 

upstream reactional force since it comes into existence when the tip touches the indent for 

the first time on its face-up and downstream reaction force, which was the force 

experienced by the tip while leaving the indent. This can be described by the superposition 

of all the forces in the Y-Z plane as we were not considering the X-axis reactional forces. 

Since the X-axis reactional forces were more indicative of the initial perturbation of the 

system when the tip touches the 1st indent of the surface rather than indicative of the 

reactional forces experienced by the tip throughout its overall trek over the MoS2 sheets. 

Since these observations were made from force plots obtained by averaging the forces 

experienced by the tip throughout its complete motion cycle over the MoS2 sheet, the 

upstream and downstream reactional forces had to add up to satisfy the proportionalities 

observed.  
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Figure 3.4 Molecular orbitals of radius sub-case. A), B), C), and D) shows the radius of 
12Å, 16Å, 20Å, and 24Å, respectively. 1s(left) are HOMO and 2s(right) are LUMO iso-
surfaces. 

 
There could be two reasons that this Y-axis reactional force was emerging.  First, 

as the radius increases, the Y-axis component of the force exerted by the indent on the tip 

increases. As this force rises, the Z-axis torque exerted on the tip increases. Comparing the 

Z-torque charts for radius and pattern change-subcases highlights a clear trend in the latter 

while not in the former. This can be attributed to the fact that in the case of pattern-subcase, 

the indents were placed asymmetrically, and if an indent exerts a torque on the tip, there 

was no indent on the other side to counteract, except in the inline subcase. However, this 

was not the situation for radius subcases. An indent on the other side counteracts the torque 

exerted by force generated by an indent on one side of the tip. On the flip side, the second 

mechanistic pathway may be the average Y-axis force on the tip could had resulted from 

the stiffness reaction exerted by the springs holding the tip. As the radius of the indents 
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increases, the negative Y-axis forces exerted on the tip increase. Once the tip gets past the 

indent, the reaction forces faced by the tip exerted by the springs holding the tip get 

leveraged and push the other side of the tip by the amount greater than the initial Y-axis 

force exerted by the indent on the tip. This also results in the same outcome, i.e., an average 

Y-axis reaction force increase while clear or unclear trend on the Z-torque for indent’s 

pattern case or radius increase case, respectively (Figure 3.3F).  

 

 
Figure 3.5 Bader charge transfer of the radius sub-case. A), B), C), and D) shows the radius 
of 12Å, 16Å, 20Å, and 24Å, respectively. Ligand with its end values is visible in inset of 
figure D in eV. 

 
In electronic structure analysis, the volume covered by the HOMO-isosurface increases, 

and LUMO decreases as the indent's radius increases (Figure 3.4), which can be attributed 

to the bond stretches. As the radius of indents increases, more stretched bonds among Mo 

and S atoms in the system occur.  The rise in HOMO volume dictates that the monolayer 

was willing to lose or share the electrons through a larger area. The decrease in the LUMO 

volume dictates that the lesser volume of layers was accepting the electrons. Since we 

already know from the MD force/torque results that as the radius increases, the Y and Z-

axes reaction forces also decrease. That means the electronegative parts, i.e., the volume 
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occupied by HOMO of the monolayer, were less likely to lose/share its charge carriers with 

the other parts of the monolayer, i.e., the volume covered by the LUMO. However since 

the Y and Z-axes reaction forces were decreasing, the interlocking interaction between the 

tip and layer increases, i.e., the layer pulls down the tip with higher strength. This could be 

only possible if the greater HOMO-covered volume of the monolayer shares its charge 

carriers with the tip because the tip was the only other body contacting layer surface.  Since 

we cannot model the whole system in ground-state DFT, it's difficult to prove it 

conclusively, still the Bader charge transfer analysis and the MD force analysis point to 

this possibility.  

Additionally, the Bader charge transfer analysis (Figure 3.5) indicates the atoms of 

this system had a high charge transfer range compared to the range observed in the number 

of layers and indent pattern cases. The same holds for the number of indents case as well. 

The ranges were 112.94 eV, 98.97 eV, 34.75 eV, and 1.78 eV for indents’ radius, number 

of indents, number of layers, and indents’ pattern subcases. It agrees with the results 

obtained from HOMO/LUMO plots that due to significant change in the stretched bonds 

density and hence electronic structure, the radius and number of indents subcases were 

displaying a strong correlation with the resulting frictional force changes. This was not true 

for the number of layers and indents pattern cases because no significant change in the 

stretched bonds density occurs as the input parameters were changed, which was also 

visible in their Bader charge transfer plots, i.e., having a lesser charge transfer range. In 

Bader charge plots (Figure 3.5), it must be highlighted that the edge states tend to had 

electropositive behavior, and flat portions as electronegative behavior. This can be 

attributed to the highly stretched and/or dangling atomic bonds at edges due to trimming 
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the systems to accommodate the modeling within the available computational resources. 

Further, we had observed in the exciton calculation part for the multi-layer case (section 

3.3.1) that electron-hole pseudo particles (excitons) were being formed between holes in 

the MoS2 layer and electrons from the tip (Section 3.3.3.1).  

 

 
Figure 3.6 Molecular orbitals of number of indents sub-case. A), B), C), and D) shows the 
2, 4, 6, and 8 indents sub-cases, respectively. 1s(left) are HOMO and 2s(right) are LUMO 
iso-surfaces.   

 
This further supported the results observed in this section that as the radius of 

indents increases, more couplings occur between charge carriers across the layers and the 

tip, which results in the stronger interlocking between these two parts of the system 

resulting in a lower average Z and Y-axes reactive forces. To summarize, a change in the 

surface tribological properties will be pronounced and easier to detect in the reactional 

forces experienced by the moving tip if the surface and tip were "locked in" rigidly. It was 
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not observed for the number of layers and pattern change cases because of reasons already 

stated in section 3.1.  

 
3.3.2 Number of Indents 
 
In this section, we had investigated the frictional force dependency related to the number 

of indents. An increase in the number of indents in the MoS2 monolayer increases the 

number of events that contribute to the interaction of the tip and an indent. As these events' 

occurrences increase, it skews the average force and torque calculations.  

 

 
Figure 3.7 Bader charge transfer of the radius sub-case. A), B), C), and D) shows the 2, 4, 
6, and 8 indents sub-cases, respectively. Ligand with its end values is visible in inset of 
figure D in eV). 

 
Therefore, as building upon our previous argument of the generation of the average Y-axis 

reactional force, we can extend the opinion supported by the same hypothesis that as the 

tip was interacting with an indent in the monolayer, it experiences the net negative Y-axis 

force either as an act of the indent on tip or reaction of the springs holding the tip. Since 

one interaction between the tip and an indent increases the average negative Y-axis force, 

there shall be a linear relationship between these two, i.e., as the number of interactions 

increases between the tip and an indent, the average negative Y-axis reaction force will 
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increase. It was precisely what was observed on force plots in Figure 3.3B, as the number 

of indents was increased in the monolayer MoS2 from 2 to 8 while considering 2 indents 

subcase as an outlier. 

When the number of indents on the MoS2 varies, the trend in reactional forces was 

not as straightforward as in the case of the radius subcase. For example, all four data points 

on the Z-axis reactional force plot were not displaying a line fit which was not observed 

for Y-axis reactional force (Figure 3.3B). An almost exact line fit exists if we consider the 

2nd data point as an outlier as we considered in the corresponding cases of radius subcase. 

Given the noise in data because of the highly unstable stick and slip motion of the tip over 

the MoS2 surface, we can make an exception and cluster the last two and first two data 

points and consider the directly proportional relationship between the number of indents 

and Z-axis reactional force experienced by the tip. On the other hand, one can observe the 

increase in the Y-axis reactional force on the tip as the number of indents were increased, 

considering the 2nd data point as an outlier.  To summarize, we observed the increase in the 

indents was directly proportional to Z and Y-axes reactional forces. The resultant reaction 

force created by these two components of the reaction force experienced by the tip points 

along the positive Y-axis and negative Z-axis.  Resulting in pushing the tip along its 

direction of motion while dragging it into the MoS2 surface. As explained in the radius 

subcase section about upstream and downstream reaction force, in this case as the number 

of indents increases, the downstream reaction force acting along the positive Y and Z-axis 

also increases and by greater magnitude in comparison to the upstream reaction forces.  

Additionally, the same phenomenon as of indent’s radius case, was observed in 

electronic structure calculations. As the number of indents in the layers increases, the 
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number of stretched bonds increases in addition to increasing the stretchiness of already 

existing and new bonds. This results in higher volume covered by HOMO and lower 

volume covered by LUMO-isosurfaces (Figure 3.6) highlighted in green and red curves, 

respectively. A decrease in LUMO iso-surfaces dictates the intra-layer(s) bond formation 

was being deterred as the number of indents was increased. It means more layer surfaces 

area was available to share the charge carriers with a separate structure, i.e., tip in this case. 

However as described in the indent’s radius case, the bonded interaction among electron-

hole pseudo particles occurs as observed from excited-state calculations performed in the 

multi-layer subcase (Figure 3.10).  

 

 
Figure 3.8 Molecular orbitals of number of number of layers sub-case. A), B), C), and D) 
shows the 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers sub-cases respectively. 1s(left) are HOMO and 2s(right) are 
LUMO iso-surfaces.   

 
These bonded interactions use the higher HOMO volumes to form a stronger 

interlocking interaction among the layer and tip that results in a more "rigid transfer" of the 

changes in the electronic structure to the mechanical behavior, i.e., a higher number of 

indents leads to lower Y and Z-axes average reaction forces, respectively. Consequently, 

increasing the frictional force exhibited by the layered system. Similarly, the high range of 

Bader charge transfer was observed, i.e., ~100 eV in this subcase on par with the indent 
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radius subcase (Figure 3.7). This again agrees with our hypothesis that the number of 

stretched bonds was increasing in a similar trend as of indent’s radius case, which was 

much higher than the number of layer and indent pattern cases.  

 
3.3.3 Number of Layers 
 
For number of layers case, we had observed that the average Y-axis reaction force was 

almost constant (Figure 3.3B). This can be attributed to two reasons: first, no force was 

experienced by the tip from the substrate, and second, the tip was experiencing forces and 

immediately an opposite force counterbalances it. It gives the illusion that the tip was 

experiencing no reactional force. We believe in the second rationale, which can be 

attributed to non-uniform X and Z-axes force curves in Figure 3.3B.  

 

 
Figure 3.9 Bader charge transfer of the number of layers sub-case. A), B), C), and D) 
shows the 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers sub-cases respectively. Ligand with its end values is visible 
in center in eV. 
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If it was the former reason, i.e., the tip was not experiencing any force, the 

probability of average X and Z-axes forces having non-constant nature as we change the 

number of layers shall be acute. As the number of layers increases, the van der Waals 

interaction between the multi-layer system increases. We postulate that this was 

responsible for amplifying the average X, Y, and Z-axes forces exhibited by the substrate 

on the tip as the number of layers increases. Furthermore, increasing the number of layers 

increases the substrate’s structural stability, augmenting the reaction forces experienced by 

the tip moving across the substrate/layers. As the number of layers increases, the tip's 

adherence to the morphological change shall become more rigid. The Y-axis force 

experienced by the tip while ascending an indent was almost the same as the force 

experienced while descending an indent and of precisely the opposite sign. There was 

nearly zero "hysteresis loss". Irrespective of number of indents the tip was moving over, it 

will always experience opposing forces along the Y-axis while ascending and descending 

the indent. That will result in almost zero accumulation of the net average Y-axis reaction 

force, supported by the Y-axis reaction plot showing the nearly horizontal line. Meanwhile, 

the average Y and Z-axes reactional forces were influenced by the increase in pull-down 

generated by the rise in the number of layers in the substrate. As the number of layers 

increases, the intensity of van der Waals interaction between substrate and tip also 

increases, which decreases the distance between the substrate, which now had a higher 

number of layers, and the tip. As the substrate cannot move towards the tip since it was 

fixed, the tip had to move closer to the substrate given an opportunity, and that opportunity 

was available whenever the equilibrium breaks due to the movement of the tip. In other 

words, the opportunity arises throughout the whole tip’s movement period. The same 
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argument can be easily made for the average X-axis reactional force. In this case, the only 

difference was that due to the tip's wobbling motion, the tip drifted apart on such a side of 

the centerline so that the resulting reaction force on the tip was a net negative X-axis force. 

Which kept on increasing as the number of layers increased due to an increase in van der 

Waal interaction.  

In addition to van der Waals interaction, bonded interaction can also demonstrate a 

significant role, as per HOMO/LUMO orbital plots and Bader charge analysis in Figure 

3.8 and Figure 3.9, respectively. In this case, the FMO plot was not as helpful as the Bader 

charge plot. As the number of layers increases, the atoms with the less dark blue color 

appear, which indicates the losing/sharing of the electrons and hence the probability of 

bond formation. Moreover, there was no clear trend observable on X and Z-axes torque 

(Figure 3.3D-F), while there was a coherent decreasing trend on Y-axis torque (Figure 

3.3E) as the number of layers were increased. Y-axis torque was produced by more than 

one force acting in the XZ plane (Figure 3.3E). Average X and Z-axes forces show an 

inverse trend with the number of layers. That results in these two forces trying to 

counterbalance the moment generated by each other since they were working in the same 

plane and around the same axis over the same range of the number of layers. Since the 

decrease in average Z-axis force was almost twice as big as the decrease in the average X-

axis force, the moment generated by the Z-axis force was bigger, resulting in the net 

negative torque around Y-axis as the number of layers was increased. Furthermore, as 

explained in the previous two sections, the range of the Bader charge transfer was 

comparatively less than the last two subcases, i.e., 34.75 eV. This further supported our 

argument that the strong bonding between the surface and the tip accompanied by 
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counterbalance events was the rationale behind why we cannot observe a significant 

correlation on the Y-axis forces plots despite moderate changes in the electronic structure 

of the MoS2 system for this subcase. 

 
3.3.3.1 Quasi Particles in Multi-Layers Case – Excitons.  We performed the excited-

state calculation using the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) model to explain the MD phase 

results further. Despite already trimming down the systems from MD step into DFT step 

analysis, the structure was cut further and over-simplified since the cost of the 

computations increases exponentially for excited states calculations with the BSE model. 

Consequently, we had only considered number of layers case subsystem, which 

demonstrated non-significant frictional characteristics. We had skipped the remaining 3 

systems of pattern, radius, and the number of indents due to our inability to converge the 

systems within available computational resources. 
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Figure 3.10 Schematic exciton visualization in k-space. A), B), C) and D) shows the 
excitons for the 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers subcases.  

 
Excitons are electron-hole pairs that usually act as primary drivers for 2D materials’ 

properties. Since exciton wavefunctions are 6-dimensional matrix objects, we need to 

reduce the dimensionality to handle the visualization by keeping one object fixed and 

plotting the cloud of another object in electron-hole couples. In this work, hole location 

was kept fixed while plotting the cloud density of the electron distribution for a given 

exciton. For one-layer system, hole located at x=0.02, y=0.02, z=0.5 scaled coordinates 

were fixed in the vicinity of a Mo atom located at x=0.0, y=0.0, z=0.5. An offset was 

provided to avoid the spurious effect generated in the real space exciton visualization due 

to the exact overlapping of the hole of a given exciton and an atom (Figure A.19). To 

provide the comparative analysis for the higher number of layers subcase, we need to keep 

a reference point to account for which the identity of the fixed hole was kept the same.  
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As Figure 3.10 and Figure A.19 (Appendix A) show, the excitons' energy increases 

as the number of layers increases if we consider the 1-layer (1L) case as an outlier. 

Furthermore, we observed from the fatband plots (Figure A.18 in Appendix A) that the 

coupling coefficients between electron-hole pairs decrease as the number of layers 

increases.  We shall be careful about fatband plots since they were for highly simplified 

versions of the number of layers subcases. One of the major simplifications was that they 

include neither the tip nor the indents in the modeled system. Given that, we had attributed 

the non-significant change in frictional forces as the function of the number of layers to the 

two contributing factors mainly, i.e., the electron pair based covalent bond and electron-

hole coupling. From the fatband plot, we can observe that the electron-hole coupling had 

an inverse relation with the number of layers in the case of a system containing only layers. 

However when the tip was introduced over the layers, then three outcomes were possible: 

as the number of layers was increased, i) the electron pair based covalent bonds and 

electron-hole couplings get strong among layers and tip, ii) the electron pair based covalent 

bonds gets weaker while the electron-hole coupling was getting stronger by greater 

magnitude among layers and tip and iii) the electron pair based covalent bonds was getting 

stronger while the electron-hole coupling was getting weaker by greater magnitude among 

layers and tip.  Finally, the greater number of coupled particles and stronger coupling 

among these particles produces greater interaction between tip and layers, contributing to 

higher frictional characteristics as the number of layers was increased. From the Fatbands 

(Figure A.18 in Appendix A), delocalization of excitons over the K-space was observed, 

implying that they must be localized in real space (Figure A.19 in Appendix A). Real-space 

visualization shows the electron clouds getting stretched along the system's height as the 
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number of layers increases. For the 1-layer system, the electron cloud was localized over 

the Mo atom and less stretched in the Z dimension contrary to as the number of layers was 

increased the electron cloud starts getting stretched along the Z dimension and starts 

covering more of the S atoms of MoS2 sheets and less of Mo atoms. As demonstrated in 

Figure 3.10, all of the excitons observed preferred intra-valley formations.  

Increasing the number of layers decreases the excitonic effect (the interaction 

between electron and hole pair of an exciton). The excitonic effect dictates how strongly 

an electron and hole in a given exciton were paired. As the number of layers increases, the 

number of atoms also increases, making a bigger crystal size available for an electron cloud 

to spread over for a fixed hole in a given exciton. As the electron cloud for a given fixed 

hole in an exciton spreads over a bigger volume, it loses its binding strength with the 

attached hole than the electron cloud spread in a lesser crystal volume. It may hold true for 

all the excitons of the system instead of only 1st exciton. As the tip was inserted in the 

system, we believe either no new excitons were being formed, or if they were being created, 

their generation rate was equivalent to their recombination rate.  As discussed above, 

increasing the number of layers in the system increases the exciton energy, and it was 

comparatively accessible for an exciton of the layers to couple with the conduction band 

electron of the tip to form a negative trion or couple with a valence band hole to form a 

positive trion. Given a trion is a quasi-particle with three charged particles, it had a net 

tendency to hold components of a system together if the constituting electrons and holes 

belong to different components. That was why we can see a decrease in the average Z-axial 

reaction force plot from MD results as the number of layers increases in the system. That 

supports our hypothesis that the multi-layer system holds onto the tip more robustly as the 
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number of layers increases.  Nonetheless the primary reaction force of this study, i.e., 

friction force, which was characterized by the Y-axis reaction force on the tip, was almost 

kept steady as seen from the Y-axis reaction force plot (Figure 3.3). This can be explained 

by the wobbliness motion of the tip that regardless of the number of layers the tip was 

stacked against, there will always be a balancing force against every negative Y-axis 

movement of the tip due to stick and slip motion. To summarize, we can see an increase in 

the Z-axis reaction forces felt by the tip traveling across a substrate due to the formation of 

the charge transfer exciton/trions while derivative of the Z-axis reactional forces, i.e., Y-

axis reaction forces OR frictional force experienced by the tip moving across substrate was 

not modified. The latter overcome the former because of the stick and slip motion of the 

tip given the cavity spaces between atoms forming the tip and even bigger cavity spaces 

between the atoms forming the MoS2 layer(s). 

 
3.3.4 Pattern of Indents 
 
In the case of pattern change, we investigated how the angle between the centerline of the 

substrate bisecting X dimension of the MoS2 system and the center of the tip (Figure 3.1-

D.5) affects the frictional force. Only two angles of 0° and 25° were considered for DFT 

calculations due to computational cost while considering all angles (0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 

60°) for MD analysis. To explain frictional dependency on indents’ pattern, we believe as 

the density/congestion of the atoms increases under the tip, the tip follows any 

morphological changes in the substrate more swiftly. Or in other words, the link between 

the substrate and the tip becomes rigorous. Such was the reasoning in the number of layers 

case.  As the density of atoms increases under the tip by any technique, the volume of the 

HOMO orbital becomes more distributed between Mo and S atoms (Figure 3.11), which 
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helps form the bonded/non-bonded interaction between the substrate and tip. Out of four 

cases considered in this work, we had observed such behavior only in two, i.e., the number 

of layers and pattern of indents. That means there was a critical value of density of atoms, 

below which the rigidity of bonding between substrate and tip was not rigid enough to 

“lock” the substrate with the tip. Studying the value of that critical volume of atoms is 

beyond the scope of this article, nonetheless we want to acknowledge that such a threshold 

shall exist. In this case, the rigidity of the bonding may be so strong that we had observed 

almost constant average forces along X, Y, and Z-axes. Which was only the Y-axis average 

force in the subcase of the number of layers increase due to lower rigidity compared to the 

pattern change case. As the pattern angle was increased, the overlap between the indents 

increases. This results in a higher density of atoms than usual under the tip, which makes 

the volume of the HOMO orbital moderately bigger and intricately intervened between Mo 

and S atoms than the one obtained in the highest number of layers, i.e., 4 layers, subcase. 

This phenomenon was attributed to the constant value of the average Y-axis reaction force 

(as in the case of the number of layers subcase) in addition to X and Z-axes reaction forces.   
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Figure 3.11 Molecular orbitals of indents' pattern sub-case. A), and B) shows the Θ=0°, 
25° sub-cases, respectively. 1s(left) are HOMO and 2s(right) are LUMO iso-surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 3.12 Bader charge transfer of indents’ pattern sub-case. A), and B) shows the Θ=0°, 
25° sub-cases, respectively. Ligand with its end values is visible in right top corner in eV. 
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We observed weak correlations on X, Y, and Z-axes torques; however, since forces 

are what causes the moments and hence torques, and there was an almost constant 

correlation for all three reaction forces, the probability of formation of correlations in the 

moments charts was significantly less. That makes a sturdy rationale that the weak patterns 

observed in the torque charts were not due to the correlations in the force data rather they 

were due to the data's noise due to the tip's wobbling motion. As the angle increases, the 

HOMO iso-surface volume diffused more evenly (Figure 3.11), and the probability of bond 

formation improves, which results in the counter movement for every active movement by 

the tip on the substrate. If there were negative Y-axis forces on the tip while ascending an 

indent, the equal and opposite force shall also present while descending the same indent. 

This suggests "hysteresis loss" was reducing as the pattern angle increases. The same 

argument can be made for forces along the X and Z-axes. This results in the average X, Y, 

and Z-axes forces and their respective moments/torques being constant. On the contrary, if 

we consider the range of Bader charge analysis, i.e., 1.78 eV (Figure 3.12), which was 

around 1-33% of the significant correlation subcases, i.e., radius and number of indents, 

respectively, it was equally justifiable to consider another rationale. That states the tip was 

displaying non-significant Y and Z-axes force correlation with the input parameters 

because the weak interlocking between the layer and tip instead of strong interlocking 

subjected to a counterbalancing movement for any given reaction along Y and Z-axes 

resulting in almost flat correlation on Y and Z-axes force plots or noisy correlation at best. 

With the Bader charge transfer analysis and the MD-based force plots data, our belief was 

skewed towards later rationale instead of the former, i.e., the tip was in weak interaction 

with the layers system.   
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3.4 Conclusion 
 

In this study, we had performed atomic and electronic dynamics analysis to study the 

impact of morphological and thickness changes of a MoS2 layered system on its tribological 

properties. We had considered 4 different cases, i.e., number of layers (1-4 layers), number 

of indents (2-8 indents), the radius of indents (12Å, 16Å, 20Å, 24Å), and pattern of indents 

(0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 60°) resulting into 18 subcases in total. We used the LAMMPS MD 

code to model the movement of a tip over the surface of the MoS2 system. The tip route 

was chosen in such a way to cover most of, if not all, the critical points covering the 

structural changes that appear as different systems were considered for analysis. Using the 

in-build algorithms in LAMMPS, we obtained torque and force experienced by the moving 

tip about and along X, Y and Z-axes, respectively. We had mainly focused on the Y-axis 

component of force experienced by the tip, either directly or indirectly. Since the highly 

stochastic stick and slip nature of the tip's motion results in significant noise in the data, 

we had averaged the data across the whole production MD run for each of the 18 subcases. 

It were these averaged values that we had based upon our complete analysis. From MD 

results, we observed that changing the radius and number of indents in a MoS2 was the 

most effective way of tuning the frictional characteristics. MoS2 layer tends to offer higher 

friction to a moving object along the armchair direction as the radius of indents increases 

and tends to provide lower friction as the number of indents increases. While changing the 

number of layers and pattern was the least effective way.  

Additionally, we had performed ab-initio (VASP) based Bader charge transfer and 

molecular orbital analysis (HOMO  LUMO) to find the rationale behind the results 

obtained in the molecular dynamics phase. Since the system's size varies from 15,859 
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atoms (smallest systems-1layer) to 60,859 atoms (biggest system-4layers), even the 

smallest system was too big to be analyzed in ab-initio code, the structures need to be 

trimmed. In the ground-state study phase, our analysis shows that as the number and radius 

of indents increase, the number of stretched bonds in the systems increases. Consequently, 

the volume covered by the HOMO iso-surface increases, and that of LUMO decreases. 

That makes higher area/volume available to lose/share charge carriers, resulting in stronger 

interlocking between layers and tip. From the BSE calculation, we had observed that not 

only the excitons were being formed, they were being formed across the interface of layers’ 

surface and tip, i.e., interfacial excitons, which results in stronger interlocking despite the 

decrease in the LUMO iso-surface's volume. We believe these interlayer excitons result in 

higher average Z-axis reaction forces for the indents subcase and lower for the indents 

radius subcase as the number of indents and indents' radius increase. It further results in a 

decrease and increase in frictional forces exhibited for the number and radius of indents 

cases, respectively, since frictional force is the function of a surface's normal reaction (Z-

axis). In the last phase of the study, we performed excited state analysis using BSE for an 

over-simplified replica of the number of layer subcases due to higher computational cost 

otherwise. As the number of layers increases, the electrons of a given electron-hole pair 

were delocalizing over a larger area resulting in weaker interfacial bonds. On the other 

side, the increase in the layers also increases the excitonic energy, resulting in stronger 

couplings that counterbalance the weaker interfacial bonds, and neither a significant 

increase nor a major decrease in the frictional force was observed as the number of layers 

was increased. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

DRUG REPURPOSING FOR SARS-COV-2: A HIGH-THROUGHPUT 
MOLECULAR DOCKING, MOLECULAR DYNAMICS, MACHINE LEARNING, 

AND DFT STUDY 
 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 

A worldwide global health emergency is posed due to a novel coronavirus(SARS-CoV-2) 

that is said first to appear and spread from Asia[132]. The World Health Organization 

(WHO) declared it as Public Health Emergency of International Concern(PHEIC) on 30th 

January 2020[133]. There are similar viruses that emerged in 2003 and 2012, known as 

severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and middle east respiratory 

syndrome coronavirus(MERS-CoV), respectively[134]. The new SARS-COV-2 causes a 

mortality rate of 2%-5% by causing severe acute respiratory syndrome(SARS)[135]. So 

far, there are known to be seven strains of human coronaviruses, which are broadly 

classified into two categories, i.e., Alpha coronaviruses and Beta coronavirus[134]. The 

Alpha coronaviruses are as: 229E, NL63 and Beta coronaviruses are OC43, HKU1, SARS, 

MERS, SARS-CoV-2. Until the SARS-CoV-2, the SARS and MERS were pathogenic 

strains with the highest mortality rate of 10% and 36% as per WHO[136]. The causative 

agent of COVID-19(Coronavirus disease-19) is a positive-sense single-stranded 

ribonucleic acid (ssRNA) virus encoding multiple proteins[137]. These proteins can be 

broadly classified into structural and non-structural proteins. The structural proteins 

include Nucleocapsid(N), Envelope(E), Spike(S), and Membrane(M) proteins. Non-

structural proteins include non-structural protein 1-16, i.e., NSP1-NSP16. These proteins 

play a vital role in the functioning of the SARS-CoV-2, some more than others.  
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Consequently, some of these proteins are considered a potential target for full or 

partial inhibition of the SARS-CoV-2[138]. Inhibiting the SARS-CoV-2 by this approach 

will result in bio-molecules called drugs, and the procedure is known as drug therapy. 

However, the structures of these proteins can be modified to deactivate their functionality 

by using 2-dimensional materials-based devices, i.e., MEMS/NEMS[139].  These 

approaches are still in the proof-of-concept stage. At the pandemic's beginning, several 

research efforts resulted in publications citing already proven drugs for other viruses, i.e., 

Remdesivir, Ivermectin, Chloroquine, Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir, Azithromycin, 

Ritonavir as effective drug therapy for SARS-CoV-2[140]. However their clinical efficacy 

has been under question in lab trials containing a broader range of patients[141]. That 

motivated the researchers to reposition other drugs as improved drug therapy with constant 

efficacy. However, performing in-vivo experiments with new drugs is a very time-

consuming and expensive way for drug repositioning. Discovering a new drug altogether 

can take more than a decade. That is why most in-vivo analyses preferred to focus on in-

silico drug repurpose/repositioning before entering the in-vivo phase.   

To take it one step further, different in-silico(computational) approaches are 

advised for drug repositioning/repurposing study[142]. The only constraint is the power of 

the fastest computer available globally. Agreeably, the results will not be as accurate as 

those obtained in the in-vivo studies. Nevertheless the trade-off between speed/money and 

accuracy justifies the efforts, especially when time can be sped up, i.e., the amount of time 

it takes to analyze 1000 drugs for repurposing in-silico is a fraction of what it takes for in-

vivo studies of the same number of drugs. The number of drugs in the sample set can reach 

millions or even billions in in-silico studies which is unheard of in the case of in-vivo 
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studies[143]. Multiple in-silico studies were carried out for the given advantages, targeting 

one set of proteins in SARS-CoV-2 more than the other.     

We started with 242,000 ligands from the ZINC database[144]. The database was 

selected to include ligands approved by FDA USA and match the LogP and weight of the 

previously partially successful candidate drugs i.e. Remdesivir, Ivermectin, Chloroquine, 

Hydroxychloroquine, Lopinavir, Azithromycin, and Ritonavir. Since working with an 

incorrect binding site even with the correct ligand can severely weaken the approach's 

efficacy, so we spend rigorous efforts to carefully select the binding sites solely based upon 

previous experimental studies instead of following an in-silico algorithm-based blind 

binding-site search. We had identified nine unique binding sites on six different proteins 

with ZINC ID as follows:  6LU7, 6M0J, 6M71, 6W9C, 6W63, 7BV2 and corresponding 

binding sites as follows: main protease/inhibitor N3, spike receptor-binding domain, RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase, papain-like protease, main protease/inhibitor x77, and nsp12-

nsp7/8 complex, Remdesivir and RNA binding sites of SARS-COV-2 system. Based upon 

docking and ADMET results, we have filtered down the sample set to 18 ligands, i.e., two 

ligands per binding site. From which, three ligands (ligand 12th, 13th, 18th) were finally 

selected based upon the results of MD analysis, i.e., less than 1Å RMSD. They all attack 

the same protein (7BV2) through different binding sites resulting in multi-binding-site 

inhibitors. Further, we performed a multi-scale analysis by rationalizing the RMSD and 

hydrogen bonds formed with the electronic structure analysis obtained from ab-initio 

approaches. This conclusively proves that the ligand with low RMSD in complex tends to 

display a direct correlation between their hydrogen bond formations in complex form and 

the volume covering the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) and charge transfer potential 
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of atoms within that region. The same results were corroborated by using Molecular 

Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MMPBSA) derived free energy modeling 

and machine learning-based FMO energy gap values.  

 
4.2 Models and Methodology 

 
Our literature survey identified four unique binding sites on protein 7BV2 totaling nine 

unique binding sites spread over six proteins for the chosen set of 242000 ligands (Figure 

A.20 in Appendix A). Table B.6 (Appendix B) depicts the relationship between the 

complex/ligand/protein number used in this work and the complex/ligand/protein’s 

standard identity. Additionally, we have used the same pipeline on Remdesivir in 7BV2 

protein as a controlled experiment. Similar to other complexes, the system seems to be 

stable from 40 to 100 ns of the production run, and we have considered this part of the 

trajectory to measure the various MD parameters. This study is broadly divided into three 

major steps. Step-I performs molecular docking modeling, step-II performs molecular 

dynamics simulations of the filtered ligands in step-I. Step-III is an electronic structure 

study of the ligands used in step II and explains the ligands screened out in step-II. It must 

be highlighted that these three major steps are also associated with minor steps. Before 

performing step-I, all six proteins were minimized using a molecular dynamics code called 

YASARA software[145]. YASARA web-server supported by YASARA force fields[146] 

was used for this minor step and YASARA view for visual inspection[147]. Subsequently, 

performing high throughput screening-molecular docking of 242,000 ligands on nine 

different binding sites of 6 unique proteins resulted in more than 2 million distinctive 

binding-site/ligand combinations using AutoDock Vina software[148].  
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The top 10 ligands were chosen based upon the least binding energy calculated by 

the molecular docking method of Step-I. Multiple ligands appear in more than one 

complex’s top 10 ligand list. This proves the robustness of the framework chosen in this 

study. Subsequently, only two ligands were picked from this list of 10 ligands. The 

absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion, toxicity (ADMET) analysis was performed 

for all ten ligands. The first preference was given to the ligands that show zero violation of 

LIPSINKI’s rules. For non-zero LIPSINKI’s rules violations under a given ligand, there 

were either 1 or 2 violations that were both treated with the same preference, provided that 

the range from 1st to 10th ligand’s binding energy was small for almost all the nine binding 

sites. In that case, simply the first and second ligand in order of their binding energy 

sequence was chosen for the next step, i.e., Step II.  
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Figure 4.1 Docked complexes of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A, B, C) Lowest RMSD 
sub-group: 12th, 13th, and 18th ligands, (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-group: 5th, 11th, and 
14th ligands. Proteins and ligands are shown in cartoon and sticks representation, 
respectively, with hydrogen bonds highlighted with dashed lines labeled with bonds 
lengths. 
 
 

For Step II, molecular dynamics simulations were performed using AMBER20 

code[149]. All the complexes were minimized before heating, equilibrating, and finally, a 

production simulation of 100 ns. In the analysis phase of Step II, root mean square distance 

(RMSD), root mean square fluctuation (RMSF), hydrogen bond analysis, solvent 

accessible surface area(SASA) of ligands, and radius of gyration (RoG) of protein and 

ligand was performed by using the CPPTRAJ[150] utility and python scripts associated 

with package AMBER20. Furthermore, MMPBSA.py subroutine was used to perform 

Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MMPBSA) free energy analysis 

of the complexes. We have selected three ligands with the highest RMSD (high RMSD 

subset) and three ligands with the lowest RMSD (low RMSD subset) for further in detail 
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investigation (Figure 4.1). In step III, VASP[151] was used to perform the following 

analysis: Bader charge[152], Highest occupied molecular orbital(HOMO), lowest occupied 

molecular orbital(LUMO), molecular electrostatic map(MEP). In addition, quantum 

chemical characteristics were calculated, which are various functions of HOMO and 

LUMO energies. Most of the analysis and discussion is focused on the high RMSD and 

low RMSD ligand subset while discussing the rest of the complexes when necessary. 

 
4.2.1 Ligands and Proteins Preparation 

 
We have downloaded all six protein structures from the RCSB protein data bank[153]. 

After downloading the structures, they were processed in the UCSF Chimera package[154]. 

All hetero-atoms were removed, i.e., co-crystallized ligands, ions, water molecules. In the 

case of multi-binding site protein 7BV2 protein, we removed the co-crystallized 

ligands/molecules based upon the binding site. For example, we pulled co-crystallized 

RNA strands to use the binding site of the RNA strand as the binding site of the potential 

ligand. We kept the RNA strand intact in the case of using the interface of NSP12/7 or NSP 

12/8 as the binding site of the potential ligand. There is one exception to the framework of 

removing one co-crystallized molecule while keeping the other. Since this protein has 

Remdesivir co-crystallized, it was trimmed in case of using any four of the binding sites 

available on the protein for the potential ligand. This exception was made because out of 

four binding sites available on the protein 7BV2, only one binding site has the co-

crystallized molecule, which works as an inhibitor, i.e., Remdesivir.  

To avoid the existence of the dual molecules crystalized with the protein, which 

can act as an inhibitor, we removed Remdesivir from all four “allotropes” of protein 7BV2. 

Since the proteins had gone through trimming, which may lead to dangling bonds or steric 
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clashes between the chains, they were minimized using the conjugate gradient method 

implemented in YASARA. The proteins were minimized until the YASARA’s Z score was 

achieved within an acceptable tolerance for all nine binding sites. Consequently, a thorough 

literature survey was conducted to find the binding sites of the proteins from experimental 

studies all over the world. Following the proteins minimization, a Linux bash shell script 

was developed to be used on the XSEDE supercomputing machine[155] to execute high 

throughput virtual screening in step-I, as described above. The ligands were not minimized 

before high-throughput screening since their structure was not modified as in the case of 

proteins. This drastically reduces our computational requirement and makes it feasible to 

perform molecular docking on 242,000*9= 2.178 million unique combinations of a 

protein-binding site and a ligand.  

 
4.2.2 Molecular Dynamics 
 
After completion of Step-I, two ligands were picked for all nine proteins. Those 18 

combinations were processed through Step-II, i.e., Molecular Dynamics simulation. We 

used AMBER20 software for the MD simulations. The tasks performed in step II were 

minimization, heating(1ns), equilibration(10ns), production run(100ns), followed by post-

production analysis. For the minimization run, we performed 10,000 steps. First, we 

computed 5000 steps of the steepest descent method followed by 5000 steps of the 

conjugate gradient method. For heating, we raised the temperature in a stepwise manner. 

In the first step, the temperature was increased from 0°C to 100°C during 0.3 ns followed 

by 100°C to 200°C during the next 0.3 ns before throttling it to the final 300°C for the 

remaining 0.4 ns. The last leg contains additional 0.1 ns compared to the 1st and 2nd leg of 

0.3 ns to compensate temperature rise from a point which was highest among all beginning 
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temperatures among all three legs despite being raised by an equal amount, i.e., 100°C. A 

temperature coupling constant of 1.0ps was used for the heat bath for all legs. We used the 

NVT ensemble for this part of the MD step. For the equilibrium step, the system was 

equilibrated for 10ns with an NPT ensemble. This step helps stabilize the system while 

relaxing any compressed/stretched bonds raised due to the last stage of heating. Finally, 

the production run was implemented for 100ns with the NPT ensemble. Following settings 

applied for all MD simulations steps: SHAKE algorithm to constrain hydrogen bonds, step 

size of 2 fs, cutoff of 9.0 Å, restrain weight of 0.5. For MD analysis, we wrote every 1000th 

frame to the trajectory file output of the production run of 50 million steps resulting in the 

trajectory file containing 50,000 frames. We performed the RMSD, RoG, SASA on every 

frame of the trajectory file and every 100th frame for MMPBSA analysis. One frame should 

be considered equivalent to 2 fs for hydrogen bond analysis in this work.  

 
4.2.3 Density Functional Theory 
 
We used the VASP program to optimize the ground state geometries of all the 18 ligands 

before performing the ab-initio analysis. The density functional theory-based program used 

Becke3-Lee-Yang-Parr(B3-LYP) exchange functional, Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) correlation 

functional with standard 6-311G basis set. The Koopman theorem was used for plotting 

the HOMO and LUMO of the ligands. Bader charge program was used to perform the 

atomic charge analysis[129]. Which was substituted for MEP maps highlighting the 

electron-rich and deficient areas at various points in the region surrounding the molecule 

and at equidistance from the molecular surface.  
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4.2.4 Drug-likeness Analysis 
 
We used the SwissADME online web-server [156] to perform the drug-likeness analysis. 

Drug-likeness helps find the probability of a drug working as an oral consumption drug 

based upon its bioavailability. It is solely based upon the physicochemical and structural 

characteristics of the compounds. It is general practice in the pipeline for computer-aided 

drug design to screen the compounds according to pharmacokinetics. The SwissADME 

server gives access to five filters for drug-likeness screening based upon five unique 

methodologies to filter out the drugs based upon pharmacokinetics. Pharmaceutical 

companies mainly invented these filter methods to better their drug discovery pipelines. 

The five rules are Lipinski, Ghose, Veber, Egan, and Muegge; the corresponding inventor-

corporation are Pfizer, Amgen, GSK, Pharmacia, and Bayer, respectively. Although all five 

filters can be used to find out the best combination for the given compounds, we primarily 

used Lipinski’s rule of five. Since Lipinski’s rule is the oldest among all five filters, it is 

most acceptable among the computational biology research community.  

We considered Lipinski’s rule as the primary filter and the remaining four filters as 

secondary collectively. Although we also measured the parameters from the rest of the four 

filters, their corresponding decision-making weight was less than Lipinski’s rule. 

Lipinski’s rule was over-ridden only when we encountered a severe breach of secondary 

filter for a given compound. In addition to the drug-likeness screener, we considered the 

following screeners supported by the same web server: Physicochemical properties, 

Lipophilicity, water-solubility, Pharmacokinetics, medicinal chemistry. Out of these, only 

drug-likeness was considered as the primary screener. Further, the Lipinski rule was 

regarded as the primary drug-likeness filter.  Lipinski rule evaluates a compound based on 
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pharmacokinetics, absorption, distribution, metabolism, excretion. It has the following 

selection criteria: molecular mass is less than 500 daltons, octanol-water partition 

coefficient(logP) does not exceed 5, hydrogen bond donors(HBD) is less than 5, hydrogen 

bond acceptors(HBA) is not more than 10.  

 
4.2.5 Machine Learning 
 
We used GNN (graphical neural network) with two layers based upon Battaglia equations 

[157] using an applied ML book[158]. These equations are mostly used for bio-molecules 

training. The model was trained on a dataset known as QM9[159] containing 134,000 

molecules/ligands/inhibitors/compounds. This neural network converts the distance 

between the atoms to an inverse pairwise distance. This inverse pairwise distance acts like 

the edges of the “graph” in Graphical Neural Network. It fits well with the framework that 

more weightage is assigned to the atomic pairs having less distance than atomic pairs 

having comparatively more distance to mimic the conditions of the more interaction 

between the atoms involved in the former case than the latter. Moreover, the limit 

conditions need to be satisfied, i.e., the weights shall never be zero and infinity. The model 

is designed so that the inverse pairwise distance cannot be zero and infinity. Our model is 

tweaked to assign zero weights if the pairwise inverse distance crosses a threshold. That is 

equivalent to assigning a cutoff value for force-field-based classical molecular dynamics 

approaches[73][160][161][162].  
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
In the following in-depth discussion, Table 4.1 can be used as a reference aid in 

understanding the dependability among different parameters investigated in this work and 

discussed in the upcoming sections. 

  
Table 4.1 Proportionality of Different Investigated Parameters with RMSD 
 

Property  Relationship with RMSD 

DFT parameters  

HOMO-LUMO gap (reactivity and stability) Directly proportional 

Ita (hardness) Directly proportional 

Omega (electrophilicity) Inversely proportional 

Sigma (local softness) Inversely proportional 

Zita (electronegativity) Inversely proportional 

MD Parameters  

Protein RoG Directly proportional 

Ligand RoG Inversely proportional 

SASA Inversely proportional 

Binding free energy of complexes Directly proportional 

 
 
4.3.1 Drug-likeness Analysis 
 
We passed the top ten ligands sorted according to the binding energy obtained from the 

molecular docking analysis from each of the nine binding sites of six proteins through the 

SwissADME web-server[156] and then picked the two ligands from each of the binding 
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sites. The selection criteria were the binding energy and violation of Lipinski’s rules. We 

made the following observations during this sub-step: 1) a violation of Lipinski’s rule (if 

any) is not more than one; 2) only one protein(6M0J) does not have at least one ligand with 

zero Lipinski’s violation; 3) two proteins (7bv2_nsp12-7 and 7bv2_rna) with only one 

ligand with zero Lipinski’s rule violation. Except for the above-highlighted cases, every 

other case has at least two or more ligands with zero Lipinski’s rule violations. This 

accounts for the efficacy of the drug discovery pipeline chosen in this work. Furthermore, 

in multiple cases, the same drug demonstrated good binding potential to various proteins 

in a selected set of nine unique binding sites from six proteins. For example, the compound 

ZINC000750965621 is present in the top 10 best binding ligands list of protein 6M0J and 

7BV2_rna. Similarly, drug ZINC000587983851 is showed up in the list of 6M0J and 

6M71_nsp_12_7_8. Such drugs may have a higher potential to be selected in the final pool 

of drugs to be synthesized, given they can target more than one binding site, increasing 

their inhibition ability. However in our cases, the binding energy of both the above drugs 

was less than the binding energy of other drugs having 0 Lipinski’s rule violation, so we 

could not select these drugs for those proteins/binding sites, given the already specified 

rules. 
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4.3.2 Molecular Dynamics Study 
 
 
4.3.2.1 RMSD Analysis.  Following three ligands exhibit the least RMSD (<1Å) – 

Ligand 12th, 13th, 18th i.e. 7BV2_nsp12-7/ZINC001176619532, 7BV2_nsp12-

8/ZINC000517580540, 7BV2_rna/ZINC000952 855827 as 0.6Å, 0.45Å, and 0.5Å, 

respectively (Figure 4.2). Since all the sub-1Å RMSD ligands docked to the same protein 

7BV2 through different binding sites, future in-vivo tests shall be done in this protein, at 

least for selected ligands in this work. The HETAOMS removed in the first, second, and 

third cases are interaction sites of NSP12-7 interface (7BV2_nsp12-7), NSP12-8 

interface(7BV2_nsp12-8), and template-primer RNA(7BV2_rna). Figure A.21-A.22 in 

Appendix A depicts the RMSD analysis of the rest of the complexes. Similarly, we selected 

a set of 3 ligands with the highest RMSD to juxtapose against the earlier set of least RMSD 

ligands. These ligands are 5th, 11th, 14th, i.e., 6m71_nsp12_7_8 /ZINC000410177506, 

7bv2_nsp12-7/ZINC000616537204, and 7bv2_nsp12-8/ZINC001180048431 with RMSD 

as follows: 4.1Å, 2.05Å, and 1.9Å. In this work, we had primarily discussed hydrogen 

bonding among all bonded interactions. However, we performed calculations considering 

all kinds of interaction a biological system undergoes, i.e., van der Waal, Coulomb 

interactions in MMPBSA analysis, etc.  

We observed that a ligand tends to have lower RMSD if it: a) forms a greater 

number of hydrogen bonds with the binding site residues and b) maintains those bonds for 

longer simulation time.   Among least RMSD sub-group, ligand 12 have RMSD of 0.6Å 

primarily because of stability acquired by forming a hydrogen bond with residues PHE362 

through terminal pyrimidine as shown in 1st circle and ALA467 and ALA470 through 

hexahydroindan and double-bonded oxygen as shown in 1st and 2nd dip in 2nd circle in 
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Figure 4.3(a). Correspondingly, very high charge transfer values (Figure 4.8A) and 

HOMO/LUMO orbitals iso-surfaces (Figure 4.10A) over ligand can be seen in the region 

containing these residues, i.e., PHE362 and ALA470. The second ligand in the least RMSD 

sub-group is ligand 13, with an RMSD of 0.45Å. It forms hydrogen bonds with ALA478, 

THR485, ASN417, ASN 427, GLN461, ASN463. All these residues were encapsulated 

using a single closed curve in Figure 4.3(B). Out of all hydrogen-bonded residues, only 

ASN 427, GLN 461, ALA 478, ASN463 are covered by the iso-surfaces of HOMO/LUMO 

and extreme charge transfer values as shown in black closed curves in Figure 4.8(B) and 

Figure 410(B), respectively. The last ligand of the least RMSD sub-group is ligand 18, with 

an RMSD of 0.5Å. This ligand forms hydrogen bonds with THR485, ARG489, SER484 

(first circle in Figure 4.3c), and ALA60 (highlighted by the second circle in Figure 4.3c). 

Furthermore, we observe a direct correlation of these hydrogen bonds formation with ab 

initio analysis (Figure 4.8c and Figure 4.10c), which further proves the rationale of these 

bonded interactions for the lower RMSD of these ligands. 
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Figure 4.2 Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A, 
B, C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-
group: 5th, 11th, 14th ligands. The X-axis shows the frame number(bottom) and trajectory 
time(top) of the production run, and the y-axis is RMSD (Å). 
 

Among the high RMSD ligand sub-group, ligand 5 has an RMSD of 4Å and significantly 

fewer bonded interactions with the protein binding site. The ligand has two sites for 

hydrogen bonds, i.e., ARG291 and PHE338. Both bonds are neither stable nor high 

frequent bonds (Table 1a). It can be attributed to comparatively less HOMO/LUMO iso-

surfaces volume and lower extreme charge transfer values, as highlighted by closed black 

curves superimposed on Figure 4.8D and Figure 4.10D. The next ligand in the high RMSD 

group is ligand 11, with an RMSD of 2Å. This ligand has the largest number of hydrogen 

bond sites, where the bond exists for more than 1000 frames. It is ranked number 2 

(according to RMSD) in the high RMSD ligand sub-group. We believe this complex 

exhibits this behavior because although the number of 1000s frames with hydrogen bond 

sites is five times the other ligands, it cannot retain those hydrogen bonds for an extended 

period. For example, the longest hydrogen bond in this ligand exists for 5634 frames (Table 
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4.1a), while this number is 30,000 frames on average (Table 4.1b) for the ligands in the 

low RMSD sub-group. This seems to be the primary reason for the high RMSD of this 

ligand in the complex.  

The last ligand from the high RMSD sub-group is ligand 14 with 1.9Å RMSD. This 

ligand has every profile of a ligand belonging to the low RMSD sub-group, because of 

which it has the least RMSD among its sub-group. However there is one difference in terms 

of the HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces region, i.e., as oppose to a ligand from the low RMSD 

sub-group, the HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces of this ligand are not overlapping (Figure 

4.10(F)). This makes it comparatively less stable in the binding site. The HOMO iso-

surfaces cover the extreme right N-N bond edge of tetrahydro-3,6-pyridazinedione of  3,4-

Diazabicyclo[4.4.0]decane-2,5-dione  terminal, and LUMO iso-surfaces covers the 

2,4(1H,3H)-Pyrimidinedione, dihydro-1,3-dimethyl attached in the middle of the ligand 

chain between azadecalinone and tetrahydro-3,6-pyridazinedione of  3,4-

Diazabicyclo[4.4.0]decane-2,5-dione.      

 
4.3.2.2 RMSF Analysis.  We have focused on the RMSF of only those residues within 

5 Å distance from the ligands. Those residues were identified and visually inspected 

(Figure A.34 in Appendix A) by PyMol, and investigated with the RMSF plot of that 

complex as generated by AMBER20’s CPPTRAJ utility.  For Ligand 12, the residues 

selected are VAL 330, HIS 359, PHE 360, PHE 361, PHE 362, ALA 363, GLN 364, LYS 

465, TYR 466, ALA 467, ILE 468, SER 469, ALA 470, LYS 471, ASN 472, ARG 473, 

ALA 474, ARG 475, GLU 731, SER 734, ARG 756. All residues belong to main chain A 

of the protein. 
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For complex ligand 13, the selected residues are VAL 415, ASN 417, LEU 418, 

LYS 420, SER 421, ALA 422, ALA 432, TYR 436, GLN 461, MET 462, ASN 463, LEU 

464, LYS 465, TYR 466, VAL 477, ALA 478, GLY 479, VAL 480, SER 481, ILE 482, 

THR 485, ARG 489, SER 602, GLY 603. All residues belong to main chain A of the 

protein. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Root mean square fluctuation of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A,B,C) 
Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-group: 
5th, 11th, 14th ligands. The X-axis shows the residue identification, and the y-axis is RMSF 
(Å). 
 

For complex ligand 18, the following residues are selected- LYS 420, SER 421, ALA 478, 

GLY 479, VAL 480, THR 485, ARG 489, GLN 493, LEU 496, SER 602, GLY 603, ASP 

604, ALA 605, ALA 608, TYR 609. All residues belong to main chain A of the protein. 

Figure A.23-A.24 (Appendix A) depicts the RMSF plots of the rest of the complexes. 

The above-selected residues having hydrogen bond with ligands shows the least 

RMSF within corresponding selected ligand-protein complexes, i.e., ligand 12, 13 and 18 

with the RMSF of 5.1 Å, 1.5 Å, and 2.2 Å. Furthermore, Figure 4.3 shows the RMSF plot 

for all low and high RMSD subset ligands with superimposing black closed curves 
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highlighting the residues forming the highest number of hydrogen bonds with the protein 

as determined by hydrogen bond analysis (described in next section). Among the low 

RMSD subset, the ligand 12 forms hydrogen bond for 2510 and 26418 frames with the N 

and O atoms of residue 2-Amino-3-phenylpropanal (PHE 362), respectively. Ligand 13th 

forms hydrogen bond for 679, 18673, 32391 frames with residues 3-Amino-4-

oxobutanamide (ASN417), 2-Amino-3-oxobutanal (THR 485) and Propanal, 2-amino- 

(ALA 478) residues, respectively. Ligand 18th maintained hydrogen bonds for 25023 and 

29790 frames with Propanal, 2-amino- (ALA 605), and 2-Amino-3-hydroxybutanal (THR 

485) residues.  

Among the high RMSD subset, ligand 5th has 6 and 8 hydrogen bonds with 2-

Amino-3-phenylpropanal  (PHE 338) and 2-(4-Amino-5-oxopentyl)guanidine  (ARG 291) 

residues, respectively. Ligand 11th holds hydrogen bonds for 4031 and 15573 frames with 

Propanal, 2-amino- (ALA 467), and 2,6-Diaminohexanal (LYS 718) residues, respectively. 

Ligand 14th forming hydrogen bonds for 7510, 23435, 32130 frames with 2-Amino-3-(4-

hydroxyphenyl) propanal (TYR 436), Propanal, 2-amino- (ALA 478), 2-

Aminoacetaldehyde (GLY 603), respectively. The above information is used from the next 

section, and it shows justification of the RMSF characterization. Low RMSF residues have 

a relatively higher number of hydrogen bonds for stability, resulting in lower fluctuation 

than other residues of the protein. 
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4.3.2.3 Hydrogen Bond Analysis.  We calculated the hydrogen bonds formed between 

the ligand and the protein using the hydrogen bond CPPTRAJ tool in the AMBER20 

package. Consequently, we sorted out the output by the number of hydrogen bonds formed. 

Then we trimmed the data to show the highest among the following in Table 4.2a and 4.2b: 

(i) bottom-most five lines or (ii) the number of lines having hydrogen bonds existing over 

1000 frames or (iii) the number of lines having the highest lifespan of a hydrogen bond in 

that complex to be visible in the selection. 
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Table 4.2a Calculated Hydrogen Bond Statistics for High RMSD Ligand Subset 
 
 
Longest Lifespan Total Frames Atoms/Residues Identity 

5th Ligand     

1 6 LIG_860@O4-PHE_338@N-H 

1 8 LIG_860@O3-ARG_291@NH2-HH21 

11th ligand   

132 1164 LIG_835@O2-SER_734@OG-HG 

26 1235 LIG_835@O2-LYS_718@NZ-HZ3 

30 1361 LIG_835@O2-LYS_718@NZ-HZ2 

  3 1612 SER_469@OG-LIG_835@N-H 

  9 2201 LIG_835@O3-PHE_362@N-H 

10 3260 ILE_468@O-LIG_835@N-H 

29 4031 ALA_467@O-LIG_835@N4-H1 

28 4671 LIG_835@O1-LYS_718@NZ-HZ1 

30 5268 LIG_835@O1-LYS_718@NZ-HZ2 

32 5634 LIG_835@O1-LYS_718@NZ-HZ3 

14th Ligand   

6 2590 LIG_835@O1-ASN_417@ND2-HD22 

7 6132 ASN_417@O-LIG_835@N2-H 

6 6593 LIG_835@O2-GLN_493@NE2-HE21 

10 7510 LIG_835@O3-TYR_436@OH-HH 

23 23435 ALA_478@O-LIG_835@N4-H2 

25 32130 GLY_603@O-LIG_835@N5-H3 
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Table 4.2b Calculated Hydrogen Bond Statistics for Low RMSD Ligand Subset 
 
 
Longest Lifespan Total Frames Atoms/Residues Identity 

12th Ligand   

1 26 PHE_362@N-LIG_835@N1-H 

2 108 LIG_835@O4-ALA_470@N-H 

2 257 LIG_835@N2-ALA_467@N-H 

4 2510 LIG_835@O3-PHE_362@N-H 

19 26418 PHE_362@O-LIG_835@N1-H 

13th Ligand   

13 319 LIG_835@O4-ASN_463@ND2-HD22 

28 442 LIG_835@O3-ASN_463@ND2-HD22 

8 570 LIG_835@O4-GLN_461@NE2-HE22 

3 616 LIG_835@O3-ASN_427@ND2-HD21 

3 679 LIG_835@O2-ASN_417@ND2-HD21 

13 18673 THR_485@OG1-LIG_835@N2-H 

20 32391 ALA_478@O-LIG_835@N3-H1 

18th Ligand   

3 668 LIG_835@O4-SER_484@OG-HG 

5 1060 LIG_835@O2-ARG_489@NH1-HH11 

3 2340 LIG_835@N6-THR_485@OG1-HG1 

18 25023 ALA_605@O-LIG_835@N1-H 

28 27450 LIG_835@O4-THR_485@OG1-HG1 
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Table 4.2 displays hydrogen bond data among three columns. The first column is 

maximum lifespan, indicating the number of consecutive frames a hydrogen bond exists 

without breaking up between a given protein and ligand. The second column is the total 

number of frames the hydrogen bond exists between a given protein and ligand despite 

being non-consecutive frames. The third columns provide information about the exact 

identity of atoms involved in the hydrogen bond formation from protein and ligand 

structure, i.e., donors, acceptors, the hydrogen atom. The data from the first two columns 

in Table 4.2 support the results obtained in the RMSD section. To restate, the low RMSD 

sub-group has ligands 12th, 13th, 18th with 0.6 Å, 0.45 Å, and 0.5 Å RMSD, respectively. 

We have obtained almost the same order from the first two columns of hydrogen bond 

formation (Table 4.2b).  For the following analysis, lines of a table shall be read in 

reference to Table(4.2a,b). In the 13th complex, due to the 1,2-Cyclohexanedicarboximide 

and Piperazine, the bottom two lines (Table 4.1b) have 18673 and 32391 frames with 13 

and 20 frames of maximum lifespan. Due to the Piperidin-3-one and carbonyl group in the 

18th complex, the bottom two lines have 25023 and 27450 frames with 18 and 28 frames 

of maximum lifespan, respectively. Lastly, for the 12th complex, the bottom two lines have 

2510 and 26418 frames with a maximum lifespan of 4 and 19 frames, respectively, through 

4a,5,6,7,8,8a-hexahydro-1H-quinazoline-2,4-dione in the ligand. In addition to the number 

of frames for hydrogen bond existence, it is also essential to know the maximum amount 

of period, in terms of frames, that the same bond did not break.  

For complexes 13th and 18th, both columns have a high number for the bottom two 

lines in Table-4.2b than the complex 12. After sorting, if the bottom two lines in Table-

(4.2a,2b) show fewer frames for a given hydrogen bond and the lesser maximum lifespan, 
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that will reflect in the RMSD value of the ligand compared to protein. The former will be 

inversely proportional to the latter.  Therefore, we have a high number in the bottom two 

rows for the 13th and 18th complex and a lower number for the 12th complex since the 12th 

ligand has the maximum RMSD among the subset of lowest RMSD cases. An almost 

similar correlation was observed in the high RMSD ligand subset. The RMSD of the 5th, 

11th, 14th ligands is 4 Å, 2 Å, and 1.9 Å, respectively. For the 5th ligand, carbonyl group 

and hexahydroindan contributed to the bottom two lines in Table-(4.2a) to have 6 and 8 

frames with 1 and 1 frames of maximum lifespan. For the 11th complex, the bottom two 

lines are 5268 and 5634 frames, with 30 and 32 frames as maximum lifespan, respectively, 

due to Sulphur attached hexahydroindan. For the 3,4-Diazabicyclo[4.4.0]decane-2,5-dione 

in the 14th complex, the bottom two lines are 23435 and 32130 frames, with 23 and 25 

frames as maximum lifespan, respectively. Hence, the combination of the number of 

frames a hydrogen bond exists and maximum lifespan correlates well with the ligand 

RMSD observed for that complex in Figure 4.3. Table B.4 (Appendix B) enlists the 

hydrogen bond analysis of the rest of the complexes. 

 
4.3.2.4 Radius of Gyration (RoG).  RoG measures the spread of the mass of a given 

molecule around its geometrical central axis. Comparing the RoG plot of a ligand and the 

corresponding docked protein reveals two aspects: the average value's relative difference 

and the fluctuation range's difference. For the former, the ligand RoG has values around 4-

6 Å, while for the latter, the RoG ranges between 39 Å to 51 Å among all the 18 complexes 

considered. On average, the fluctuation range for the ligand and protein RoG are about 0.2 

Å and 0.07 Å, respectively.  
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4.3.2.4.1 RoG of Ligands.  A ligand with RMSD less than 1 Å helps the docked protein 

maintain its RoG, i.e., less fluctuation. For all that, it will have less impact on decreasing 

the RoG of a protein if it already has high RoG in the first place, to begin with. To elaborate, 

the 2 out of 3 given complexes with the highest, i.e., 5th, 11th, and 14th complexes, are 

showing such behavior. We can observe sudden jumps in RoG values from 0-2000th frame 

(6.2 Å to 4 Å) for the 5th complex (Figure 4.4d) and then multiple jumps on the RoG plot 

for the 11th complex between 5000th and 15000th frames with the range of 6.4 Å to 5.4 Å 

(Figure 4.4e). We considered the 14th complex as an outlier. Despite having high RMSD, 

it does not show such sudden jumps on the RoG plot.  

 

 
Figure 4.4 Radius of Gyration (RoG) of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A, B, C) Lowest 
RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-group: 5th, 11th, 
14th ligands. The X-axis shows the frame number(bottom) and trajectory time(top) of the 
production run, and the y-axis is the ligand’s RoG (Å). 
 

The ligands with the least RMSD, i.e., 12th, 13th, 18th, show almost opposite 

behavior to those with higher RMSD ligands. There are no sudden jumps on the ligand 

RoG plots (Figure 4.4a, b, c) except a slight fluctuation for the 13th complex (Figure 4.4b). 
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However, we can consider it an outlier since the fluctuation only stays from 36000th to 

37000th frames. Overall, for the three complexes with the lowest RMSD, the ligand RoG 

varies between 4.3 Å to 4.8 Å without any significant change in the RoG, i.e., step jump 

on the ligand RoG plot, during the production simulation. That indicates that the 

complexes’ geometry remains stable, i.e., no drastic change in the distribution of the 

masses around the central axis. Furthermore, no drastic change in the complex’s structure 

means no significant switch in the function of the complex since for biomolecules, their 

folding/unfolding dictates their behavior more than the atom constituting the 

biomolecule[163]. Figure A.25-A.26 (Appendix A) depicts the RoG plots of the rest of the 

ligands. 

 
4.3.2.4.2 RoG of Proteins.  We believe for proteins as well, it is more important to have 

a system with less RoG variation. The RoG of all 18 proteins has average values of around 

50 Å (Figure 4.5), which is higher than the ligands. Therefore, we can follow the hypothesis 

mentioned above in all 6-complexes considered (3 high RMSD subset ligands+ 3 low 

RMSD subset ligands). Figure A.27-A.28 (Appendix A) depicts the RoG plots of the rest 

of the proteins. We have to follow the minimum protein RoG value to pick a winner. We 

hypothesize that a protein with higher RoG is less stable, which is not the case for ligands 

given a small range of RoG. For example, the protein RoG of the highest RMSD complexes 

subset is 50.25 Å, 48.75 Å, and 49.25 Å (Figure 4.5 d, e, f). The protein RoG values (Figure 

4.5 a, b, c) for the lowest RMSD complexes subset are 48.80 Å, 49.35 Å, 49.25 Å. Here 

the sequence is the same as observed in the lowest RMSD subset order for ligand. 

Therefore, we perceive that the two of the complexes have the same value from high and 

low RMSD, while the 3rd complex has high RoG protein in case of the high RMSD sample 
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set and 3rd complex have low RoG protein in case of the low RMSD sample set. This helps 

us pick the winner because the set of complexes with the average high RMSD also have 

high average protein RoG, and the group of low average RMSD also has low average 

protein RoG.  

 

 
Figure 4.5 Radius of Gyration (RoG) of proteins’ backbone having extreme RMSD. (A, 
B, C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-
group: 5th, 11th, 14th ligands. The X-axis shows the frame number(bottom) and trajectory 
time(top) of the production run, and the y-axis is protein’s RoG (Å). 
 
 
4.3.2.5 Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) Analyses.  Solvent accessible 

surface area (SASA) measures how much fraction of the total surface area of the protein is 

accessible to the solvent. Since external molecules are integrated with solvent, the surface 

area exposure to solvent means exposure to external molecules.  All SASA values are 

average SASA values observed over the entire MD production run of 100 ns. Usually, 

proteins have just high enough SASA to allow easy binding of a ligand/inhibitor except 

not higher, resulting in unstable protein. It means a fully unfolded ligand/protein along its 

backbone has the highest SASA among its conformations, albeit highest instability at the 
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same time. The ligands with the lowest RMSD, i.e., 12th, 13th, 18th, do not have the highest 

SASA among all the complexes (Figure 4.6). Besides they have more than average SASA 

values, i.e., 12th, 13th, and 18th ligands have 160 Å2, 135 Å2, 150 Å2, respectively. Figure 

A.29-A.30 (Appendix A) depicts the SASA plots of the rest of the complexes. On the other 

hand, the ligands with the highest RMSD, i.e., 5th, 11th, 14th, have the SASA as 70 Å2, 130 

Å2, 160 Å2, respectively. The second and third ligands for low- and high RMSD cases have 

almost the same SASA. The first ligand in the case of low RMSD ligands (12th) has 

virtually double the SASA value than the first ligand of the high RMSD cases (5th). Other 

complexes have even higher SASA values, i.e., the 5th complex 

(6m71_nsp12_7_8/ZINC000410177506/) has a SASA value of around 200 Å2. This is a 

positive characteristic from the point of view of SASA. Still, we had to filter the ligands 

based upon a holistic approach with RMSD characteristics as a primary consideration. 

Moreover, the 15th complex (7BV2_remdesivir/ZINC 000596164676) has the lowest 

average SASA of 10 Å2. The native inhibitor Remdesivir was removed and replaced by the 

ligand under consideration in this complex.  
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Figure 4.6 Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) of ligands having extreme RMSD. 
(A, B, C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD 
sub-group: 5th, 11th, 14th ligands The X-axis shows the frame number(bottom) and 
trajectory time(top) of the production run, and the y-axis is the protein’s SASA (Å2). 
 

Finally, the protein's structural qualities, i.e., minimized structure’s RMSD and 

MolProbity scores, are provided in Table B.7 (Appendix B). MolProbity and clash score 

of the proteins ranges from 91st percentile to 99th percentile, which supports the pipeline's 

integrity. 

 
4.3.2.6 Molecular Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MMPBSA) Analyses. 

 We calculated the ligand and protein binding free energy using the Molecular 

Mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann Surface Area (MMPBSA) approach implemented in 

AMBER20’s MMPBSA.py subroutine script. Due to high data fluctuation given its 

stochastic nature, we compared the binding energy values for the six highlighted cases (3 

from low RMSD[Table 4.3a] + 3 from high RMSD subset[Table 4.3b] as defined in the 

RMSD section). The binding energies for the three high RMSD cases 5th, 11th, and 14th are 

-9.4409 kcal/mol, -0.5721 kcal/mol, and -9.8738 kcal/mol, respectively. The binding 
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energies for three low RMSD cases 12th, 13th, 18th are -6.5609 kcal/mol, -20.2606 kcal/mol, 

-4.5078 kcal/mol, respectively. We observed an almost direct correlation between the 

MMPBSA free binding energy and RMSD in the case of low and high RMSD ligand 

subsets. The ligands from the low RMSD ligand subset, on average, tend to have lower 

free energy than the average free binding energy of ligands from the high RMSD ligand 

subset. However, the 2nd and 3rd cases seem to be outliers in the case of high and low RMSD 

subsets, respectively. Binding free energy for the controlled complex of 7BV2/Remdesivir 

is calculated to be -20 eV.  

 
Table 4.3a Binding Free Energy from MMPBSA Analysis for Low RMSD Ligand 
Subset 
 
 
Ligand 12 13 18 

Binding energy(eV) -6.5609 -20.2606 -4.5078 

 

 

Table 4.3b Binding Free Energy from MMPBSA Analysis for High RMSD Ligand 
Subset 
 
 
Ligand 5 11 14 

Binding energy(eV) -9.4409 -0.5721 -9.8738 
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4.3.3 Density Functional Theory (DFT) Analyses 
 
4.3.3.1 Molecular Electrostatic Map (MEP).  We emphasize that all the ab-initio 

analyses were performed on systems containing only the ligands instead of the MD 

approach, which studied systems composing both proteins and ligands. From here onwards, 

we will primarily discuss connecting the ligand-only ab-initio results with the 

ligand/protein-complex MD results through various assumptions and hypotheses. In the 

MEP analysis, all six complexes appear to be covered with blue-iso-surfaces (Figure 4.7), 

indicating electron deficiency, i.e., bonded/unbonded interactions occur while the ligand 

gains an electron from the docked protein. This means the LUMO is more significant than 

the HOMOs in all the complexes to form bonded interaction and ultimately form hydrogen 

bonds and salt bridges. Figure A.31 (Appendix A) depicts the MEP plots of the rest of the 

complexes. In addition, we have performed Bader charge transfer analysis to probe charge 

dynamics further, as shown in the next section. 
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Figure 4.7 Molecular Electrostatic Potential (MEP) map of ligands having extreme RMSD. 
(A, B, C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD 
sub-group: 5th, 11th, 14th ligands. 
 
 
4.3.3.2 Bader Charge Analysis.  We have further performed the Bader charge analysis 

to understand the charge potential of the individual atom/ion. We studied the same three 

complexes considered in the RMSD analysis having the least RMSD, i.e., 7bv2_nsp12-

7/ZINC001176619532, 7bv2_nsp12-8/ZINC000517580540, and 

7bv2_rna/ZINC000952855827. We notice the same observations in the Bader charge 

analysis (Figure 4.8) as in frontier molecular orbital analysis (Figure 4.10). The MEP plots 

denote that the ligand is more capable of accepting the electron than donating one. 

Consequently, one can see that the atoms residing in the volume overlapped by the LUMO 

(Figure 4.10) show negative Bader charge potentials as highlighted by black closed curves 

in Figure 4.8. This shows their receptivity of the electrons, resulting in bonded/unbonded 

interactions with the participating molecule/protein. Figure A.32 (Appendix A) depicts the 

Bader charge plots of the rest of the complexes’ ligands. To further examine the extreme 
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Bader charge transfer values, we have visualized the residues bonded with ligands through 

hydrogen bonds (Figure 4.9) and highlighted them with white closed curves. For the 12th 

ligand, the extreme Bader charge values (-1.13 eV to 1.64 eV) appear to arise from the 

interaction between the Oxygen and Nitrogen of the ALA467 and PHE 362 of protein and 

the Nitrogen and Oxygen of the top benzene ring of the ligand’s naphthalene. A similar 

observation can be seen for HOMO and LUMO (Figure 4.10). We superimposed the closed 

curves of the Bader charge plots as that for HOMO/LUMO plots. We could do that because 

the Bader charge displays the extreme values precisely in those areas having the 

HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces. That proves the accuracy of our Bader charge analysis 

approach since it almost matches with FMOs analysis. For this ligand, the LUMO orbital 

is concentrated around both benzene rings of the naphthalene because of the presence of 

the ALA467 and PHE 362 nearby.  

 

 
Figure 4.8 Bader charge transfer of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A, B, C) Lowest 
RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-group: 5th, 11th, 
14th ligands. 
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For ligand 13th, the extreme values of the Bader charge analysis seem to be 

concentrated around volume containing S atom attached with two hydroxy functional 

groups and terminated with naphthalene on one end and Benzene heterocyclic ring on the 

other end. The benzene ring of naphthalene, further from the S atom, does have Oxygen 

and Nitrogen. The Nitrogen is balanced with an H atom and has a carbonyl group next to 

it. The other side of the S atom is terminated with a Benzene with 2 nitrogen atoms. These 

group S, hydroxy-functional group, carbonyl functionalized naphthalene interact with the 

nitrogen (ND2) and oxygen (OD1) atoms of residues ASN 436 and ASN 427. Out of which, 

oxygens are double bonded with the backbone of the residues. As shown in Figure 4.10b, 

most of the HOMO/LUMO volumes fall under the same closed curve highlighted on the 

Bader charge plot (Figure 4.8b). However, there appears to be LUMO covering the partial 

Benzene ring of hexahydroindan attached opposite to the Naphthalene terminal of the 

ligand. Finally, the 18th ligand is made primarily from 3 Benzene rings with a single 

heterocyclic Benzene ring attached as side chains through double bonds with terminal and 

middle Benzene rings of the backbone. Here most of the extreme Bader charge values (-

1.16 to 1.29 eV) and HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces appear to be concentrated over the region 

that contains the terminal Benzene that is not connected to the side chain benzene and the 

middle benzene ring. The terminal benzene ring has 1 nitrogen and is attached with 2 

carbons through a single bond and 1 oxygen through a double bond. This ligand region 

appears to be the reason behind the formation of the most frequent hydrogen bond (27450 

frames) with oxygen (OG1-HG1) of the residue THR 485 of the protein.    
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Figure 4.9 Stick representation of residues bonded with ligands through hydrogen bonds. 
(A, B, C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD 
sub-group: 5th, 11th, 14th ligands. Ligand is represented in red.  
 

The high RMSD ligand sub-group interacts with the protein binding site in such a 

way so that either the number of interactions are not enough or if they are large enough, 

then they are dispersed over the whole conformation of the ligand instead of being focused 

around a locale of the ligand, which displayed the iso-surfaces of HOMO/LUMO (Figure 

4.10). Ligand 5 constitutes one hexahydroindan heterocyclic ring with an oxygen atom in 

cyclopentane. Furthermore, 1 benzene ring and 2 hetero-benzene rings, with one having 2 

nitrogen atoms and the terminal benzene ring having a double-bonded oxygen atom, are 

attached through a nitrogen bond to the ligand’s backbone. The conformation of the hetero-

benzene rings makes them ideal candidates for the concentration of the HOMO/LUMO 

iso-surfaces. In this ligand, hydrogen bonds are formed only for two sets of residues and 

the ligand, i.e., ARG291@NH2–HH21···O3 and PHE338@N–H···O4. These residues are 
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not in close proximity to the hetero-benzene rings covered by HOMO/LUMO. This may 

be the prime reason this ligand falls under the category of high RMSD subset. Despite 

extreme values of the Bader charge transfer (-1.09 to 1.37 eV) in the same region covered 

by FMOs, there are some atoms of hexahydroindan, which exhibits high values for the 

Bader charge transfer because of the already cited hydrogen bonds. A similar phenomenon 

was observed for ligand 11, where a significant number of hydrogen bond interactions 

occur outside the region, overlapped by the HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces. The compound 

had one hexahydroindan with a Sulphur atom in cyclopentane, 1 hetero-benzene, 1 

benzene, and 1 hetero-Cyclopentane with 2 double-bonded attached oxygens. The majority 

of the high-frequency hydrogen bonds, i.e., 5634, 5268, 4671, 1361, 1235 frames, are 

formed between residue/ligand LYS718@NZ–HZ3···O1, –HZ2···O1, –HZ1···O1, –

HZ2···O2, –HZ3···O2 respectively. They are further away from the LUMO/HOMO iso-

surfaces among the hydrogen-bonded residues.  

Furthermore, LIG835@N–H···ILE468@O is also a high-frequency bond and 

appears to be away from HOMO/LUMO overlapping volume, and so does the bond 

SER734@OG–HG ···O2. Conversely, the following bonds appear to be covered by the 

overlapping region of HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces, i.e., LIG835@N4–HG ···ALA467@O, 

PHE362@N–H···O3, LIG835@N–H···SER469@OG. The Bader charge analysis agrees 

with the spatial distribution of the hydrogen bond formation. The highest positive value, 

i.e., 2.79 eV appears to be in the Sulphur atom interacting with residue LYS 718, and the 

highest negative value of -1.36 eV seems to be present in the atoms interacting with the 

residues LYS718, SER734, ILE 468, ALA 467. In ligand 14th, the two sets of hetero-

hexahydroindan are linked through the hetero-benzene side chain.  Out of which, one 
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hexahydroindan contains benzene with 1 nitrogen and one double oxygen, and another 

hexahydroindan has benzene with 2 nitrogen and 2 double bonded oxygens. The side chain 

benzene ring contains 2 nitrogen connected with carbons and 3 double bonded oxygens.  

We discuss the hydrogen bonds in the decreasing order of their frequency. At the 

top, we observed LIG835@N5–H3···GLY603@O, with 32130 frames, hydrogen bond 

formed between double-bonded hydrogen of GLY603 and one of the NH group of the 

terminal benzene ring. We believe this bond results from the highest Bader charge values 

(-1.32 to 1.49eV) obtained within the closed curve in Figure 4.8F. The second highest 

frequent bond is LIG835@N4–H2···ALA478@O with 23435 frames. This bond appears 

to be originated from one of the HOMO lobes that cover the hydrogen atom attached to 

benzene nitrogen, shown in the highlighted closed curve area in Figure 4.10F. The next 

hydrogen bond with 7510 frames is TYR436@OH–HH ···LIG@O3, which forms between 

benzene linked OH group of residue TYR 436 and double-bonded oxygen of non-terminal 

benzene of one of the hetero-hexahydroindan. We observe the corresponding low Bader 

charge values(-1.32eV) on that double-bonded oxygen in Figure 4.8F. Followed by 3 

hydrogen bonds GLN493@NE2–HE21···LIG@O2, LIG835@N2–H···ASN417@O, and 

ASN417@ND2–HD22···LIG@O1 with the frequency of 6593, 6132, and 2590 frames. 

The first of these three bonds are made between Nitrogen of residue GLN493 and oxygen 

of the side chain benzene ring. The 2nd and 3rd of these bonds are made between the same 

residue and benzene ring of the same hetero-hexahydroindan. Furthermore, the types of 

atoms involved are the same. The only difference is, in the 2nd bond, the donor is the 

ligand’s nitrogen atom and the acceptor is the residue’s oxygen atom, and this is reversed 
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in the 3rd bond, i.e., the donor is residue’s nitrogen atom, and acceptor is ligand’s oxygen 

atom.  

Here, a trend can be observed, i.e., for a given ligand, if most high-frequency 

hydrogen bonds are observed, and corresponding extreme Bader charge transfer values 

occur in the region covered by the HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces, it tends to belong to the 

low RMSD ligand subgroup. If the same majority do not fall under the region covered by 

the HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces, it tends to belong to the high RMSD ligand subgroup. 

 
4.3.3.3 Frontier Molecular Orbitals (FMO).  One of the primary causes of 

interaction in a biological system is hydrogen bond formation.  A hydrogen bond is formed 

when the probability of an electron transfer is highest between a residue and ligand. We 

assume the probability of an electron transfer depends upon the following factors: the shape 

of the ligand relative to the binding cavity in the protein, the shape/overlapping of the 

frontier molecular orbitals (FMO), overlapping of the FMOs over the interlocking part and 

the volume of the FMOs. One can counter-argue here about our consideration of the 

ligand’s shape and its implicit incorporation in FMOs. To refute it, we can consider that 

for a single docked pose of a ligand, there could be multiple shapes/volumes of the FMOs, 

and for a single volume/shape of the FMO, there could be various ligand poses. Therefore, 

the separate considerations of these two variables are better to characterize the ligand’s 

dynamic in the binding site.   
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Figure 4.10 Frontier Molecular Orbitals (FMO) of ligands having extreme RMSD. (A, B, 
C) Lowest RMSD sub-group: 12th, 13th, 18th ligands. (D, E, F) Highest RMSD sub-group: 
5th, 11th, 14th ligands. The left figure of each part shows the HOMO iso-surface, and the 
right figure shows the LUMO iso-surface.  
 

We will be analyzing three complexes from high RMSD subgroup 

6M71_nsp12_7_8/ZINC000410177506, 7BV2_nsp12-7/ZINC000616537204, 

7BV2_nsp128/ZINC 001180048431, and three complexes from least RMSD ligand 

subgroup: 7bv2_nsp12-7/ZINC001176619532, 7bv2_nsp12-8/ZINC000517580540, 

7bv2_rna/ZINC000952855827. Figure 4.10 shows the FMOs with 3D complex models for 

the previously mentioned six cases.  Figure A.33 (Appendix A) depicts the FMO of the rest 

of the complexes. For the high RMSD ligand subset, the first complex has high RMSD 

because of the linear/non-interlocking geometry of the ligand in comparison to the binding 

pocket, despite having a significant FMO volume and their overlapping (Figure 4.10). The 

same holds for the second complex, despite having somewhat better inter-locking geometry 

of the ligand compared to the binding pocket, which is why this case has relatively higher 

RMSD than the first complex. Finally, the third case, even though it has an interlocking 

ligand profile, is not covered by either of the FMO orbitals. Moreover, the FMO orbitals 

do not overlap despite having decent volume.  
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On the other hand, in the case of the least RMSD ligands subset, the second 

complex has the least RMSD (0.45 Å) because of the better interlocking shape of the ligand 

with FMOs, covering that interlocking region in addition to overlapping orbitals despite 

having relatively lower orbitals volumes. Followed by second best, 3rd complex with 

RMSD (0.5 Å), which has the perfect combination of the FMOs overlapping each other 

and FMOs covering the whole ligand ring, which acts as an ideal interlocking geometry 

for a given binding site in a protein. Finally, the 1st case has the highest RMSD of 0.6 Å 

because of poor distribution/overlapping of the FMOs over the significant available 

interlocking area of the ligand and poor overlap of the FMOs despite having decent volume.  

 
4.3.3.4 Quantum Characteristics.  We had measured the quantum chemical 

characteristics for all the 18 complexes (Table B.5 (Appendix B)). However, we will 

discuss only the subset of the three highest and three lowest RMSD ligands (Table 4.4). 

The characteristics measures are as follows: the gap between HOMO and LUMO orbital’s 

energy (a measure of the ligand’s reactivity and thus stability), Ita(hardness), 

omega(electrophilicity), Sigma (local softness), Zita(electronegativity). Given the 

variation in data, we discussed the characteristics for the whole subset as one entity and 

then compared them among high and low RMSD subcases. The gap between the HOMO 

and LUMO orbital’s energy for the high RMSD sub-group (5th, 11th, 14th ligands) is as 

follows: 1.3002 eV, 0.8070 eV, 1.1803 eV and same characteristics for low RMSD sub-

group (12th 13th, 18th) is 0.8585 eV, 0.8337 eV, 1.0814 eV, respectively. We have observed 

a similar trend for hardness, i.e., the hardness tends to increase with the increase in RMSD 

of a molecule. For high RMSD subset the hardness measured is: 0.65010 eV, 0.40350 eV, 

0.59015 eV and for low RMSD subset the hardness values are 0.42925 eV, 0.41685 eV, 
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0.54070 eV, respectively. We have observed the opposite trend in the case of 

electrophilicity. The electrophilicity decreases with the RMSD value of the ligand. The 

electrophilicity values of high RMSD group are 29.74 eV, 50.98 eV, 25.04 eV and as that 

for the low RMSD subgroup are 50.59 eV, 38.49 eV, 34.94 eV, respectively. A similar 

trend was obtained in the case of local softness, i.e., high RMSD tends to lower the local 

softness. The local softness for high RMSD subgroup are 1.53 eV-1, 2.47 eV-1, 1.69 eV-1 

and for low RMSD group are 2.32 eV-1, 2.39 eV-1 and 1.84 eV-1, respectively. We observed 

an inverse relationship between electronegativity and RMSD. The electronegativities of 

the high RMSD group are: 6.21 eV, 6.41 eV, 5.43 eV and for low RMSD subgroup are: 

6.59 eV, 5.66 eV and 6.14 eV, respectively.  We have performed the same set of 

calculations for the controlled study case of Remdesivir against 7BV2, and corresponding 

values are shown in Table 4.4. The three lowest RMSD ligands exhibit better quantum 

chemical characteristics than the controlled case of Remdesivir. 
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Table 4.4 Quantum Chemical Characteristics from Ab-Initio Analysis for Low and 
High RMSD Ligand Subset 
 
 
Ligand No. E_gap(eV) Ita(eV) Omega(eV) Sigma(eV-1) Zita(eV) 

5 1.3002 .65010 29.7471 1.5382 6.2191 

11 .8070 .40350 50.9861 2.4783 6.4145 

14 1.1803 .59015 25.0457 1.6944 5.4370 

Remdesivir 
(Benchmark 
case) 

.9493 .57465 36.8032 1.6691 5.2513 

12 .8585 .42925 50.5960 2.3296 6.5906 

13 .8337 .41685 38.4998 2.3989 5.6654 

18 1.0814 .54070 34.9425 1.8494 6.1471 

 

We can say from the collected data that the ligands with higher RMSD also tend to 

have high reactivity and lower stability. The electrophilicity helps us understand the 

reactivity, structural, and selectivity patterns in excited and ground states of the 

compounds. It highly correlates with the stabilization energy of the compound when it is 

saturated with electrons from docked virus protein enzyme. A high value of µ (chemical 

potential) and a low value of η (chemical hardness) indicate a better electrophile 

compound. Along with the HOMO-LUMO energy gap, the chemical hardness and 

chemical potential give important information about the reactivity of a compound. This 

combination also helps understand the charge transfer during the interaction between a 

compound and a protein. If a compound has a lower value of electrophilicity index, that 

means it has more probability of accepting electrons from its docked protein structure until 

it fills its frontier molecular orbitals. Besides, if a compound has a high electrophilicity 
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index value, they are less likely to absorb an electron from its docked protein, and hence 

they are less chemically reactive. In the sample set of 18 complexes, the subset of 3 ligands 

with the least RMSD has more electrophilicity index than the other subset of 3 high RMSD 

ligands with low electrophilicity index. This means ligands with high reactivity have higher 

RMSD and vice versa. As usual, this is expected as if a more reactive compound is more 

unstable, it shall have higher RMSD than another compound with lesser reactivity. 

 
4.3.4 Machine Learning-Based HOMO–LUMO Energy Gap 
 
As a representative case, we selected the HOMO LUMO energy gap (HLEG) to be 

predicted with a Machine Learning (ML) model. Unfortunately, due to the limitations of 

the training data and computational resources, we could not capture the absolute values of 

the HLEG. Still, we successfully captured the qualitative trend observed in the ab-initio 

calculations of HLEG from three extreme cases of the highest RMSD and lowest RMSD 

ligands subsets.  
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Table 4.5 Quantum Chemical Characteristics from Machine Learning Approach for 
Low and High RMSD Ligand Subset 
 
 
Ligand Machine Learning(eV) DFT (eV) % RMS Error 

12 0.8013 0.8585 6.66 

13 0.9307 0.8337 11.63 

18 0.9711 1.0814 10.19 

    

5 1.4083 1.3002 8.31 

11 0.8578 0.8070 6.29 

14 1.2874 1.1803 9.07 

 

The qualitative trend obtained from ab-initio calculations is that the high RMSD sub-group 

of ligands, on average have high HLEG values, and the low RMSD sub-group of ligands, 

on average, have low HLEG values. This is the exact correlation obtained for the HLEG 

values obtained from the machine learning approach (Table 4.5). We believe the mismatch 

between the absolute values of HLG between ab-initio and machine learning approach can 

be attributed to one or any combination of the following: the difference between the source 

of the training data and production data, size of the training data, and the equation on which 

the model is based upon, i.e., Battaglia equations. In production codes, the first factor shall 

not exist because having the production data from the same source as the training data shall 

tend to eliminate the need to use machine learning in the first place. Except it becomes a 

significant aspect when the training data set is limited, which is the issue in our case. This 

leads us to the second variable that the dataset QM9 has only 134,000 molecules. That is 
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appropriate only for a limited set of scenarios. We believe this is the most significant 

parameter among all three behind missing the absolute values of HLEG. Lastly, the 

Battaglia equations are known to provide a good result for a beginner-level code, however 

the modification of the parameters is necessary to reduce the error, which is beyond the 

scope of this study. Therefore, we leave it for future work in these three variables of the 

machine learning analysis section of the article. 

 
4.4 Conclusion 

 
We studied more than 2 million unique protein-binding-site/ligand combinations, which 

were docked using high throughput virtual screening. These were filtered down to 90 

complexes by selecting the top 10 binding energy complexes provided by the docking step 

for each of the nine proteins systems (binding site). They were further screened down to 

two ligands per binding site, resulting in 18 unique ligand/binding site complexes post 

ADMET analysis. Consequently, Molecular dynamics and first principle analysis were 

performed on these 18 unique complexes. Three complexes each for the lowest and highest 

ligand RMSD values were selected for the post MD simulation analysis based upon 

qualitative reasoning rationalized with MD and DFT computations. Ligands from the least 

RMSD subgroup are docked to the same protein (nsp12-7-8 complex) through three 

different binding sites (interface of nsp12/7, interface of NSP 12/8, and binding site of 

template-primer RNA). The least RMSD sub-group is ligand 12th, 13th, 18th with RMSD as 

follows: 0.75Å, 0.4Å, 0.5Å and highest RMSD sub-group is ligand 5th, 11th, 14th with 

RMSD as 4Å, 2Å, and 1.9 Å. The hydrogen bond analysis demonstrates the low RMSD 

ligand sub-group have either higher frequency hydrogen bonds or more stable hydrogen 

bonds than their counterparts in the high RMSD ligand sub-group. The hydrogen bond-
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forming residues almost overlap with the corresponding RMSF plots of low and high 

RMSD ligand sub-group. We hypothesize that it is attributed to the location/volume of the 

iso-surfaces of FMOs and the extreme values of the charge transfer. We have observed an 

almost direct correlation between the extreme charge transfer values and hydrogen bonds.  

Additionally, if the majority of the extreme charge values and thus hydrogen bonds 

are encapsulated by FMO’s iso-surfaces, then that ligand tends to belong to the category 

of least RMSD ligand sub-group. If the majority of extreme charge values and thus 

hydrogen bonds are not encapsulated by FMO’s iso-surfaces, then that ligand tends to 

belong to the high RMSD ligand sub-group.  For example, from the low RMSD ligand sub-

group, in the 18th ligand, most of the extreme Bader charge values (-1.16 to 1.29 eV) and 

HOMO/LUMO iso-surfaces appear to be concentrated over the region that contains the 

terminal benzene ring. This ligand region seems to be the reason behind the formation of 

the highest frequent hydrogen bond (27450 frames) with oxygen (OG1-HG1) of the residue 

THR 485 of the protein. On the other hand, similarly, ligand 14th from high RMSD ligand 

sub-case, hydrogen bond LIG835@N5–H3···GLY603@O is most frequent with 32130 

frames. This bond is formed between double-bonded hydrogen of GLY603 and one of the 

NH groups of the terminal benzene ring. We have further performed MMPBSA based 

binding energy analysis, which agrees with our RMSD observation that the low RMSD 

ligand subgroup has lower binding energy on average than the group with high RMSD, 

i.e., -10.4431 VS. -6.6289 eV. HOMO-LUMO energy gap from the ab-initio method is 

modeled to be 0.85 eV to 1.08 eV for low RMSD ligand subgroup compared to high RMSD 

ligand subgroup’s range of 0.80 eV to 1.3 eV. Our results support the hypothesis that ligand 

needs to be less reactive to have low RMSD, and it agrees with other quantum 
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characteristics. A GNN based machine learning model qualitatively supports these results. 

Our computational results provide insight into the drug repurposing for inhibition of 

different proteins of SARS-COV-2 and warrant further experimental investigations.  
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

We have found that structural perturbations like wrinkles and folds in 2D (no-biological) 

material and bio-logical material, respectively, plays important role in dictating their 

properties. In wrinkled Graphene exposed to the moister content, the wrinkle tends to 

coalesce with each other having final structural configuration significantly impacted by the 

configurational of initial wrinkles and diffused water amount. Further the wrinkles 

formation tends to depend upon the interplay between dynamics of interaction between 

sandwiched Graphene layers and the formation dynamics of water droplets. Maximum 

stress generated were observed to be at base of the wrinkles and never exceeded the plastic 

limit, which helps in the generation and control of the direction of “Electron-

tunnel/channel” resulting in the applications of flexible electronic devices. The wrinkle 

caused strain tend to impact electronic structure i.e. Fermi energies/level, bandgap etc. 

In next project, we have investigated the nano-friction properties as a result in the 

thickness and morphologic changes of MoS2 layered material. Out of four parameters 

considered i.e. change in number of layers and indents, and radius and pattern of indents; 

change in radius and number of indents was found to be the most effective way to tune the 

nano-friction of the system. MoS2 layer tend to offer high frictional force to a diamond tip 

moving along the armchair direction as result of increase in indents’ radius and lower 

frictional exhibition as the indents’ number decrease. The modeling methods used 

incorporated the atom’s, electron’s, hole’s and excitons (electron-hole pair) dynamics. 
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Lastly this dissertation aims to study the structure-property relationship in biological 

system of ligand docked protein. Since in case of biological systems, two molecules can 

perform the same inhibitory action provided they have same folding configuration despite 

having different atomic composition which is impossible for non-bio materials without 

breaking constituting equation. We had taken SAR-CoV-2 as an example of the 

macromolecule and it was screened against ZINC drug library resulting in 

242,000(ligands)*9(proteins)= 2.178 Million unique protein binding site/ligand 

combinations. Though 6 different sub-parts of the SARS-CoV-2 were investigated (6LU7, 

6M0J, 6M71, 6W9C, 6W63, 7BV2) yet the resulting 3 drugs binds to the 7BV2 (nsp12-

nsp7-nsp8 complex bound to the template-primer RNA and triphosphate form of 

Remdesivir) chain of the SARS-CoV-2 given this was only part of the SAR-CoV-2 spike 

protein that was docked by partially successful inhibitor (Remdesivir). This thesis is first 

project to the best of our knowledge to perform Bader charge analysis of the successful 

leads/drug along with the full computational pipeline in the order of: Molecule docking, 

ADMET/Toxicity, Molecular dynamics, machine learning and density functional theory-

based analysis. By using this computational pipeline, most 3 promising drugs were filtered 

from the 2.178 Million unique protein binding-site/ligand combinations, and a number that 

was achieved by very few groups in the world at the time of submission of resulting 

publication. 
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5.2 Future Work 
 
 

5.2.1 Neuromorphic Computing 
 
The smallest structural dimension obtainable of complementary metal oxide 

semiconductor devices, i.e., transistors, and energy and area fingerprint cost of data transfer 

using von Neumann architecture are fundamental limitations of current digital computing 

power. However, this conventional computing paradigm (separate memory and logic 

operations architecture) can be replaced by advanced computing systems (Processing in 

Memory, PIM architecture) broadly classified under the umbrella term of neuromorphic 

computing.  

Software-based artificial intelligence and machine learning are facing hardware-

based bottlenecks [164] because data have to transfer from one part of the device to another 

to be stored and used for logic operations, which are fundamental building blocks of current 

computing systems. The increase in the data needed to run the current and future ML 

models is predicted to outpace the improvements in conventional computing hardware, 

which follows Moore's law.[165] Given the increasing demand for data, building more 

energy-efficient fundamental operations than CMOS transistors-based Boolean Logic is 

needed. These energy savings may not be justifiable for current computing needs, while 

they may be a significant chip designing constraint in the near future.   

 One electronic device that can help achieve neuromorphic computing is called 

Memristor. The first practical use of a Memristor was demonstrated in 1971 by using its 

property called memristance, which links the electric charge and magnetic flux. Memristors 

work on the principle of reversible resistance switching, where resistance correlates with 

the external electric field, which the applied voltage can control. In addition to Memristors, 
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advanced research in solid state physics led to newly observed degrees of freedom in 2D 

materials, i.e., spintronics in monolayer, Moiré lattice effect in multilayer systems, etc., 

which can be used for neuromorphic computing. For example, in spintronics, the electron's 

spin is used to store information bits in local magnetization, bundling the memory storage 

and data processing in the same step. Similarly, the Moiré lattice-based tunneling can be 

used as another degree of freedom in a similar approach to demonstrate the application in 

the neuromorphic computing device.  

 Neuromorphic computing can support the conventional machine learning algorithm 

such as Artificial Neural Network(ANN) as well the more advanced algorithm as well, 

such as Spiking Neural Network (SNN), recurrent neural network (RNN) based reservoir 

computing, etc. 

 
5.2.1.1 Methodology.  We have developed a monolayer 2D material system of 

different compositions, i.e., Graphene, MoS2, and MXenes (Nb4C3). The SIESTA code is 

used to simulate the system with 20 x 10 x 100 Monkhorst-Pack mesh k-points. The non-

linear green function (NLGF) subroutine of SIESTA was used to simulate the current-

voltage (V/I) characteristics. SIESTA takes the device as a left electrode, a scattering 

region, and a right electrode (Figure 5.1). Left and right electrodes do not have to be of the 

same chemical composition and geometry, neverthless for preliminary results, both 

electrodes are considered to be the same, and they serve the same purpose as in the practical 

electronics transistors, i.e., source and drain. The scattering region is the part of the material 

across which the charges flow and scatter across the electrodes. 
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5.2.1.2 Results.  A freestanding Graphene monolayer system displayed in Figure 5.1 

was supplied with the bias voltage of 0.0 to 5.5 Volts, followed by the MoS2 and an 

MXenes (Nb4C3). Due to the limited availability of computational resources, only the 

preliminary results of three materials were included in this dissertation. Referring to Figure 

5.2, the current flow remains almost zero for all device materials until 1.5 Volts, followed 

by a significant rise. All materials follow the same pattern post 1.5 volts, i.e., inverted C 

curve. The highest point of that inverted C curve are as follows: 0.000.12, 0.00019, 

0.000325 A for materials Graphene, MoS2, and an MXenes (Nb4C3).  

 

 
Figure 5.1 Schematic showing different parts of a typical field effect transistor with 
electrodes are highlighted in blue colors sandwiching the scattering region. 
 

The endpoints on the VI curve were also in the same order of materials for values: 

0.00006, 0.000155, 0.00025 A. Curves for Graphene and MXenes (Nb4C3) tend to be 

overlapping within 10% values of each other, as MoS2 is an outlier. We believe this relative 

behavior in the curve is because of the bandgap of the materials, i.e., the bandgap of the 
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monolayers of Graphene and MXenes (Nb4C3) is zero, while the bandgap of MoS2 is 

around 1.8 eV. Though this needs further investigation, we believe the density of states of 

the materials and HOMO/LUMO orbitals will have a significant role to play in VI 

characteristics curves. This correlation can be further investigated by studying exciton and 

trions dynamics as in section 3.3.3.1. 

 

 
Figure 5.2 Voltage verses Current plots of different materials for electrode and scattering 
region area. Y-axis is showing the current in Amperes and X-axis is showing voltage in 
Volts.  
 
 
5.2.2 Two-Dimensional Membrane DNA Sequencing 
 
Another potential application of 2D materials is using them as a nanopore membrane to 

sense and/or translocate micro bio-material. A voltage applied across the membrane 

changes proportional to the ionic conductivity of the passing molecule. This change in 

voltage signal can help identify the molecule's identity passing through the membrane 

nanopore. Inspired by single molecule identification, recent studies have been published 

about detecting the single DNA bases by replacing them with the individual molecule in 

such devices.[166] Despite the success of using a 2D membrane to detect DNA bases, it 
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significantly suffers from error noise in the signals. Given the thinness of the 2D materials, 

they are always prone to be highly unstable given their solution-based structure, i.e., 

interaction with the H2O molecules if in an aqueous solution. Every membrane instability 

will cause out-of-plane fluctuation, contributing to conductance change across the 

membranes, making it difficult to know whether the conductance change occurs because 

of molecular presence/translocation or membrane instability. This leads to solving the 

problem of synthesizing a new material or structure which will be thinnest without losing 

its structural stability. This section tries to answer this question in the dissertation by 

performing a comparative study among single planar 2D material (Graphene) and 

multiplanar 2D material (TMDs and MXenes).   

 
5.2.2.1 Methodology.  Since the nature of this system requires the large-scale 

movement of a group of atoms, so we decided to perform the machine learning force field-

based molecular dynamics simulations. It can help attain ab-initio molecular dynamics 

accuracy without the need for the overhead of rich computational resources. DeepMDKit 

and VASP ML computational codes are used for this project. Given the more 

computational time needed for the former, only VASP ML-based results were included in 

this dissertation. The VASP ML's algorithm is given in Figure 5.3. It works on the 

methodology of continuing using an existing force field, if any, and randomly picks an MD 

step and performs first principles (FP) calculations, and measures the system properties. If 

that FP calculation-based properties are not within acceptable tolerance of the existing 

force field MD properties, then update the force field with the newly generated dataset. 

This cycle keeps repeating itself until the last step of MD simulation is achieved. Only the 

first steps changes in case there exists no force field before the first MD step, in that case, 
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the code first generates the multiple datasets based upon FP calculation and then creates 

the first force field of the simulation and keeps updating it in the subsequent steps as 

explained above (procedure of starting the simulation with an existing force field). Since 

the first steps need to perform multiple FP calculations, it is usually the most demanding 

step regarding computational time and resources.     

 

 
Figure 5.3 Flow-diagram of the machine learning force fields module of VASP.  
 
Source: https://www.vasp.at/wiki/index.php/Machine_learning_force_field:_Theory 
Retrieved on: 02/01/2022 
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5.2.2.2 Results.  Adenine (A) is one of the four nucleotide bases in human DNA 

strain, with the remaining three beings: Thymine (T), Guanine (G), and Cytosine (C). This 

project aims to study the structural stability of the Adenine nucleotide while passing 

through a 2D material-based nanopore membrane. Different types of 2D materials, from 

semiconductor MoS2 to insulators MXenes allotropes (Ti3C2, Ti2C, Nb4C3), were 

investigated to be used as the nanopore membrane (Figure 5.4). We have measured the root 

mean square deviation (RMSD as given in section 4.3.2.1) of the Adenine basis of human 

DNA strain with respect to the first frame, which will be an indicator of the structural 

stability of Adenine. While measuring the RMSD, the Adenine's atoms are not constrained 

in the spatial degree of freedom. Though this project aims to study the translocation of the 

Adenine from one end of the simulation box to another (including the vacuum), in this 

Chapter, only preliminary results are included, which focuses on the system dynamics after 

the Adenine is left freestanding in the plane of the membrane. The code was run in 

production mode for 10ns, and the average RMSD observed are as follows: 5.92 Å, 4.50 

Å, 2.46 Å, 2.50 Å, 2.50 Å (Figure 5.5) for MoS2 and MXenes allotropes (Ta4C3, Ti3C2, 

Ti2C, Nb4C3), respectively. 2D materials tend to have most of their properties dictated by 

the only two critical electronic orbitals out of thousands of existing orbitals, i.e., HOMO 

and LUMO. An electronic bandgap measures the difference between HOMO and LUMO, 

which is 0 eV for MXenes and 1.46 eV for MoS2 in the form of a freestanding monolayer. 

Adenine tends to show higher RMSD when placed in the center of the nanopore of higher 

bandgap monolayer material and tends to show lower RMSD when placed in the lower 

bandgap monolayer material.  
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Figure 5.4 Structures of system containing Adenine nucleotide basis of DNA across 
nanopore of MoS2 (A, B, C, D) and Ta4C3 (E), Ti3C2 (F), Ti2C (G), Nb4C3(H) monolayers. 
Adenine is displaced along Z-axis for visualization purpose. 
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Figure 5.5 RMSD of Adenine basis of DNA in nanopore plane of MoS2, Ta4C3, Ti3C2, 
Ti2C, Nb4C3 monolayers. X-axis and Y-axis represents the time (ns) and RMSD (Å) Color 
legend is given at the top of the figure. 
 

Though there appear to be a correlation between the RMSD of the passing molecule and 

the bandgap of the nanopore membrane's material nonetheless multiple set of additional 

studies must be performed to either support or refute this correlation 
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APPENDIX A 
 

SUPPLIMENTARY FIGURES 
 
 
Figure A.1 to A.34 show supplementary data cited with explanatory texts within the 
chapters. 
 

 
Figure A.1: Potential Energy variation for initial wrinkle angle of 6°	(without water case). 
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Figure A.2: Potential Energy variation for initial wrinkle angle of 11°	(without water 
case). 
 
 

 
Figure A.3: Potential Energy variation for initial wrinkle angle of 16°	(without water 
case). 
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Figure A.4:  Final equilibrium structure with stress profile starting from initial wrinkle 
angle of 6°. 	 
 
 

 
Figure A.5:  Final equilibrium structure with stress profile starting from initial wrinkle 
angle of 11°. 	 
 
 

 
Figure A.6:  Final equilibrium structure with stress profile starting from initial wrinkle 
angle of 16°. 	 
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Figure A.7:  Final equilibrium structure with stress profile starting from initial wrinkle 
angle of 21°. 	 
 
  
 

 
Figure A.8: Band structure of pristine flat graphene. 
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Figure A.9: Front view of HOMO and LUMO for four localized wrinkle obtained after 
complete wrinkled graphene (four water-layer case) with Initial Angle of Wrinkle (IAW) 
of (a) 6°, (b) 11°, (c) 16°, and (d) 21°. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A.10 Force plots for radius subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots for 12 Å, 16 
Å, 20 Å, and 24Å, respectively.  
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Figure A.11 Torque plots for radius subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots for 12 Å, 
16 Å, 20 Å, and 24Å respectively. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A.12 Force plots for indents’ pattern subcase. A), B), C), D) and E) shows the plots 
for Θ=0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 60°, respectively. 
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Figure A.13 Torque plots for indents’ pattern subcase. A), B), C), D) and E) shows the 
plots for Θ=0°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 45°, 60°, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A.14 Force plots for number of layers subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots 
for 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers, respectively. 
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Figure A.15 Torque plots for number of layers subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots 
for 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers, respectively. 

 

 

 
Figure A.16 Force plots for number of indents subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots 
for 2, 4, 6, and 8 indents, respectively. 
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Figure A.17 Torque plots for number of indents subcase. A), B), C) and D) shows the plots 
for 2, 4, 6, and 8 indents, respectively. 
 
 

 
Figure A.18 Fatbands structures of 1st excitons. A), B), C) and D) are showing electron-
hole couples for 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers cases, respectively.  
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Figure A.19 Real space visualization of 1st excitons. A), B), C) and D) are showing 
electron-hole couples’ clouds for 1, 2, 3, and 4 layers cases, respectively. 
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Figure A.20 Docked models of ligand and protein. A) to L) are showing systems from 
complex 1 to 18, except high RMSD and low RMSD ligand sub-groups. Proteins and 
ligands are shown in cartoon and sticks representation, respectively with hydrogen 
bonds highlighted with dashed lines labelled with bonds lengths.  
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Figure A.21 Root mean square deviation of ligands under investigation. Plots A) to I) 
are showing RMSD from Ligand 1 to 9. Y-axis is showing RMSD in Å and X-axis is 
showing the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.22 Root mean square deviation of ligands under investigation. Plots J) to R) 
are showing RMSD from Ligand 10 to 18. Y-axis is showing RMSD in Å and X-axis is 
showing the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.23 Root mean square fluctuation of complexes under investigation. Plots A) 
to I) are showing RMSD from Ligand 1 to 9. Y-axis is showing RMSF in Å and X-axis 
is showing the residue number. 
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Figure A.24 Root mean square fluctuation of complexes under investigation. Plots J) 
to R) are showing RMSD from Ligand 10 to 18. Y-axis is showing RMSF in Å and X-
axis is showing the residue number. 
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Figure A.25 Radius of Gyration of ligands under investigation. Plots A) to I) are 
showing RoG from Ligand 1 to 9. Y-axis is showing RoG in Å and X-axis is showing 
the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.26 Radius of Gyration of ligands under investigation. Plots J) to R) are 
showing RoG from Ligand 10 to 18. Y-axis is showing RoG in Å and X-axis is showing 
the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.27 Radius of Gyration of complexes under investigation. Plots A) to I) are 
showing RoG from complex 1 to 9. Y-axis is showing RoG in Å and X-axis is showing 
the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.28 Radius of Gyration of complexes under investigation. Plots J) to R) are 
showing RoG from complex 10 to 18. Y-axis is showing RoG in Å and X-axis is 
showing the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.29 Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of complexes under investigation. 
Plots A) to I) are showing SASA from complex 1 to 9. Y-axis is showing SASA in Å2 
and X-axis is showing the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.30 Solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of complexes under investigation. 
Plots J) to R) are showing SASA from complex 10 to 18. Y-axis is showing SASA in 
Å2 and X-axis is showing the frame number of the MD simulation trajectory. 
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Figure A.31 Molecular electrostatic map analysis of all 18 Complexes under 
investigation. Plots A) to R) are showing complex 1 to 18. Blue color indicates 
electrons deficient and red means electrons rich areas/volumes. 
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Figure A.32 Bader charge analysis of all 18 Complexes under investigation. Plots A) 
to R) are showing complex 1 to 18. Inset ligand is showing the charge transfer(eV). 
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Figure A.33 Frontier molecular orbital analysis of all 18 Complexes under 
investigation. Plots A) to R) are showing complex 1 to 18. Left part of each figure shows 
HOMO-isofurfaces and right side shows LUMO-isosurfaces. 
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Figure A.34 Stick representation of residues within 5Å of ligands. 12th, 13th, 18th 
ligands (lowest RMSD sub-group) are shown in A), B), and C), respectively. 5th, 11th, 
14th ligands (highest RMSD sub-group) are shown in D), E), and F), respectively. 
Ligand is represented in red. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

SUPPLIMENTARY TABLES 
 
 

Table B.1 to B.7 show supplementary data cited with explanatory texts within the 
chapters. 
 
 
Table B.1 Number of Carbon Atoms in the Upper and Lower Graphene for Different 
𝜃"#$ 
 

 𝜃"#$ =	6° 𝜃"#$ =	11° 𝜃"#$ =	16° 𝜃"#$ =
	21° 

Number of C in the Upper ‘Graphene  
with Wrinkles’ 

1920 1920 1920 1920 

Number of C in Lower Flat Graphene  1888 1824 1728 1600 

Carbon Atom Ratio (CAR) between the 
Upper Graphene and Lower Graphene  

1.0169 1.0526 1.1111 1.2000 

 
 
Table B.2 Number of Water Molecules for Different Cases  
 
Water Layer 𝜃"#$ =	6° 𝜃"#$ =	11° 𝜃"#$ =	16° 𝜃"#$ =	21° 
0  0 0 0 0 
2  384 368 352 320 
4  768 736 704 640 
6  1152 1104 1056 960 

 
 
Table B.3 Angle of Curvature Measurements for 2-Layer Cases 
 
IAW (𝜃"#$) Initial angle Final angle % Change 
6° 24.0365° 39.1605° 62.92 
11° 50.4876° 63.4349° 25.64 
16° 70.2189° 75.5792° 7.63 
21° 93.1162° 97.8855° -5.12 
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Table B.4 Hydrogen Bond Analysis from 1st o 18th Ligand. High RMSD and Low RMSD 
Ligands Sub-Groups Excluded from Below Table Because those are Given in Main 
Manuscript 
 
Longest Lifespan Total Frames Atoms/Residues Identity 
1st Ligand   
4 958 LIG_307@O5-SER_144@N-H 
9 4090 LIG_307@O1-GLY_143@N-H 
8 7445 LIG_307@O5-HIE_163@NE2-HE2 
26 13168 ASP_187@O-LIG_307@N-H 
26 29058 HIE_164@O-LIG_307@N1-H1 
2nd Ligand   
4 1046 LIG_307@O1-GLN_189@NE2-HE22 
30 1565 THR_190@O-LIG_307@O2-H 
9 5083 THR_25@OG1-LIG_307@N3-H1 
18 7277 GLU_166@O-LIG_307@O2-H 
24 12314 ARG_188@O-LIG_307@O2-H 
11 14543 LIG_307@O3-GLY_143@N-H 
3rd Ligand   
2  61 LIG_598@N6-GLY_336@N-H 
3  273 LIG_598@O-GLY_336@N-H 
2  336 LIG_598@N5-GLY_334@N-H 
5  475 LIG_598@O2-GLN_78@NE2-HE21 
4 4719 LIG_598@N4-GLY_334@N-H 
4th Ligand   
1 30 LIG_598@N-PHE_372@N-H 
2 115 LIG_598@N5-GLY_336@N-H 
2 351 LIG_598@N4-GLY_336@N-H 
25 9455 GLU_19@OE1-LIG_598@N1-H 
26 13267 GLU_19@OE2-LIG_598@N1-H 
6th Ligand   
1  2 LIG_860@O2-TYR_288@OH-HH 
1  8 LIG_860@O2-SER_606@OG-HG 
8 6626 LIG_860@O1-PHE_338@N-H 
7th Ligand   
5 1202 LIG_314@O4-GLN_267@NE2-HE22 
12 1476 GLY_161@O-LIG_314@N3-H3 
40 14604 GLU_165@OE2-LIG_314@N4-H4 
21 18119 ASN_265@O-LIG_314@N-H 
52 27436 GLU_165@OE1-LIG_314@N4-H4 
8th Ligand   
1 76 LIG_314@N3-LEU_160@N-H 
1 78 LIG_314@N4-LEU_160@N-H 
7 87 LIG_314@O2-GLN_267@NE2-HE22 
13 295 LIG_314@O2-TYR_271@OH-HH 
19 7378 LIG_314@O2-TYR_262@OH-HH 
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Table B.4 Hydrogen Bond Analysis from 1st o 18th Ligand. High RMSD and Low 
RMSD Ligands Sub-Groups Excluded from Below Table Because those are Given in 
Main Manuscript 

(Continue) 
9th Ligand 
3 40 LIG_306@O4-GLN_189@NE2-HE22 
2 43 LIG_306@O1-GLN_189@NE2-HE22 
2 140 LIG_306@N3-GLN_192@NE2-HE22 
4 1836 LIG_306@O4-THR_190@N-H 
7 8232 LIG_306@O4-GLN_192@NE2-HE22 
10th Ligand   
25 1029 GLN_189@OE1-LIG_306@N1-H1 
4 1159 LIG_306@O3-HIE_163@NE2-HE2 
7 3236 HIE_164@ND1-LIG_306@N3-H3 
7 3268 HIE_164@ND1-LIG_306@N3-H2 
18 3906 GLN_189@OE1-LIG_306@N-H 
9 4038 HIE_164@O-LIG_306@N3-H3 
13 4165 HIE_164@O-LIG_306@N3-H2 
6 4577 ARG_188@O-LIG_306@N1-H1 
20 14238 LIG_306@O1-HIE_41@NE2-HE2 
15th Ligand   
  5 1726 LIG_835@O4-ARG_544@NE-HE 
3 1738 LIG_835@O-ARG_473@NH2-HH22 
12 3272 ASP_538@OD1-LIG_835@N1-H 
17 6081 ASP_538@OD2-LIG_835@N1-H 
10 6604 LIG_835@O3-TYR_539@N-H 
10 10279 LIG_835@N4-SER_602@N-H 
217 46200 LIG_835@O4-ARG_544@NH2-HH21 
16th Ligand   
5 305 LIG_835@O1-ARG_475@NE-HE 
12 897 LIG_835@O1-ARG_475@NH2-HH22 
22 2111 LIG_835@O1-ARG_475@NH1-HH11 
4 2844 LIG_835@F-SER_602@N-H 
68 34504 LIG_835@O-ASP_543@N-H 
17th Ligand   
1 8 LIG_835@O1-ASN_416@ND2-HD21 
2 17 LIG_835@O1-ALA_608@N-H 
1 35 LIG_835@O5-ARG_489@NH2-HH21 
6 227 LIG_835@O4-ARG_489@NH2-HH21 
2 241 LIG_835@O-THR_607@OG1-HG1 
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Table B.5 Quantum Chemical Characteristics of All 18 Ligands Calculated with Ab-Initio 
Modelling   
 
Ligand No. E_gap(eV) Ita(eV) Omega(eV) Sigma(eV-1) Zita(eV) 
1 .7236 .36180 38.9062 2.7639 5.3059 
2 .9955 .49775 40.1998 2.0090 6.3260 
3 .7562 .37810 47.5097 2.6448 5.9939 
4 1.1517 .57585 35.3777 1.7365 6.3831 
5 1.3002 .65010 29.7471 1.5382 6.2191 
6 1.1835 .59175 33.5398 1.6899 6.3003 
7 .9108 .45540 42.0849 2.1958 6.1912 
8 .8463 .42315 50.1315 2.3632 6.5135 
9 1.3228 .66140 25.5309 1.5119 5.8114 
10 .8057 .40285 37.6987 2.4823 5.5112 
11 .8070 .40350 50.9861 2.4783 6.4145 
12 .8585 .42925 50.5960 2.3296 6.5906 
13 .8337 .41685 38.4998 2.3989 5.6654 
14 1.1803 .59015 25.0457 1.6944 5.4370 
15 .8475 .42375 44.4492 2.3598 6.1376 
16 .7568 .37840 51.1703 2.6427 6.2230 
17 1.0553 .52765 44.8976 1.8951 6.8833 
18 1.0814 .54070 34.9425 1.8494 6.1471 
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Table B.6 Relationship Between Complex/Ligand/Protein Number and 
Complex/Ligand/Protein’s Identity Based Upon RCSB and ZINC Format along with 
RMSD of Optimized Ligand Structures from Known X-Ray Diffraction Solutions   
 
Complex 
Number 

Complex Identity RMSD with known 
diffraction solution (Å) 

1 6lu7_N3/ZINC000015959516   0.80 
2 6lu7_N3/ZINC000596245498   1.29 
3 6m0j_+/ZINC000590498462   0.74 
4 6m0j_+/ZINC000593073653   1.50 
5 6m71_nsp12_7_8/ZINC000410177506   0.47 
6 6m71_nsp12_7_8/ZINC000495219491   0.95 
7 6w9c_+/ZINC000004260192   0.98 
8 6w9c_+/ZINC000916475592   0.77 
9 6w63_x77/ZINC000012883288   0.68 
10 6w63_x77/ZINC000015959596   0.81 
11 7bv2_nsp12-7/ZINC000616537204   1.10 
12 7bv2_nsp12-7/ZINC001176619532   0.83 
13 7bv2_nsp12-8/ZINC000517580540   0.78 
14 7bv2_nsp12-8/ZINC001180048431   0.64 
15 7bv2_remdesivir/ZINC000596164676  0.73 
16 7bv2_remdesivir/ZINC001180454492  0.84 
17 7bv2_rna/ZINC000760123550   0.94 
18 7bv2_rna/ZINC000952855827 0.54 
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Table B.7 RMSD of Minimized Proteins Structures and Structural Qualities by Using 
Molprobity Server 
 
Comple
x 
Number 

Complex Identity Minimized protein 
RMS (Å) 

Clashscore 
(MolProbity) 

MolProbit
y score 

1 6lu7_N3  8.6430E-02  0.86, 99th 
percentile 

1.65, 91st 
percentile 

2 6m0j_+  7.8446E-02 0.53, 99th 
percentile 

1.48, 96th 
percentile 

3 6m71_nsp12_7_8  1.6191E-01 0.07, 99th 
percentile 

1.57, 93rd 
percentile 

4 6w9c_+  7.6707E-02 0.2, 99th 
percentile 

1.44, 96th 
percentile 

5 6w63_x77  1.6915E-01 0, 100th 
percentile 

1.24, 99th 
percentile 

6 7bv2_nsp12-7  7.6304E-02 0.23, 99th 
percentile 

1.54, 94th 
percentile 

7 7bv2_nsp12-8  1.2998E-01 0.15, 99th 
percentile 

1.60, 92nd 
percentile 

8 7bv2_remdesivir  1.0331E-01 0.15, 99th 
percentile 

1.61, 92nd 
percentile 

9 7bv2_rna  8.2819E-02 0.38, 99th 
percentile 

1.61, 92nd 
percentile 
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APPENDIX C 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS 
 

Additional research data and information recommended by the committee members. 

 

Interaction between atoms for molecular dynamics approach was modeled using ReaxFF 

in LAMMPS (Chapter 2, 3) and General AMBER Force Fields (Chapter 4) in AMBER 

code. These codes use equation (A) for modeling interactions between any two atoms 

(bonds + angles+ dihedrals + non-bonded interactions) as explained by Wang et al. [167]. 

Here, req and θeq are equilibration structural parameters; Kr, Kθ, and Vn are force constants; 

n is the multiplicity factor, and the torsional angle’s phase is denoted by γ. The A, B, and 

q parameters characterize the nonbonded potentials.  

 

           Eq. (A) 

 

Additionally, all nine different binding sites of 6 proteins (Chapter 4) in this project were 

carefully selected from experimental works as cited in the main text of Chapter 4. As 

explained in Section 4.2.2, the AMBER code uses quantum mechanics to parameterize the 

force field of those atoms of the molecules for which experimental parametrization is not 

available. AMBER uses B3LYP/6-31g(d) based Kohn-Sham Density Functional Theory 

to parametrize the Eq (A) for unknown molecules. The primary shortcoming of the Density 

Functional Theory is the approximation of the Exchange Correlation energy functional, 

i.e.𝑉PQ(𝑟) in [(Equation (B)]. 
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S− U
VW

ÑV +	𝑉YZ[(𝑟) +	𝑉[Z[(𝑟) +	𝑉PQ(𝑟)\	𝜙^(𝑟) =	∈^ 		𝜙^	(𝑟)                               Eq. (B) 

 

Where, h = Planck’s constant; m= electron mass, Vn-e(r), Ve-e(r), Vxc (r) are nucleus-electron 

potential, electron-electron potential; and Φ (r) is a wavefunction and εi are eigen values of 

energy matrix. 

Multiple phenomena are difficult to capture in the Exchange and Correlation 

Energies. Exchange energy is defined as energy produced when two identical sub-atomic 

particles, i.e., electrons, etc., with the same spin swap positions in a degenerate orbital of a 

subshell. Correlation energy measures the difference between true ground state energy and 

Hartree-Fock approximation-based ground state energy. Exchange Correlation functional 

is used in the Hamiltonian operator to predict Exchange and Correlation energies. Two 

famous Exchange-Correlational functions are Local Density Approximations (LDA) and 

Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE).  

 Although effective for general problems, these functions are still not universally 

accurate. Along with other exchange correlational functionals, these functionals 

incorporate multiple errors that can be primarily streamlined into two sources, i.e., static 

correlation and delocalization error. These errors arrive from the self-interaction of the 

electron. When a distributed wavefunction representing the electron density interacts with 

electron density located locally around that same electron, it creates a repulsion force. This 

repulsion force shall not be present in the system since the electron cannot interact with 

itself in a physical setup. This force causes errors in calculating the bandgap (electronic 

and optical), binding energies, frontier molecule orbital energies, excitons energies, etc. 
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Exchange correlation functional tends to be non-variational, making them difficult 

to improve by incorporating additional variables due to self-countering tendency. While it 

is believed that there must exist an Exchange-Correlational functional that can produce 

correct results while capturing unknown variables of the true Hamiltonian but so far it has 

been only approximated by using semi-empirical approaches. Furthermore, DFT has a 

shortcoming in modeling the long-range noncovalent interactions, thus resulting in careful 

use of this model for large proteins or systems with dispersed small molecules. For 

instance, we have obtained +/- 5 percent deviation in the results for molecular dynamics 

trajectories for 100 nanoseconds which may be attributed to these limitations of the DFT 

functionals. Additionally, as mentioned in the Methodology section of Chapters 2 and 3, 

the ReaxFF force field shall be used carefully for high temperatures due to the complexity 

of real-time tracking of bond breakage and formation, which we believe has attributed to 

high deviations in MD trajectories obtained in NPT and NVT ensemble resulting into high 

simulation cell volumes as similar effects were observed by Li et al. [114]. 
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